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DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF A DEVICE FOR

MONITORING LARGE-SCALE IP NETWORKS

By Jad Y. Saramah

ABSTRACT

Internet usage by large enterprises is economically important and is increasing

rapidly. Many such enterprises connect to the Internet through an Internet

Service Provider. The service provided by these Internet Service Providers is

both essential and cosdy. As such, it is important for an enterprise to be able to

measure the quality and quantity of the service it receives. In this thesis we

describe a low-cost monitoring system that can be used for monitoring the

service on large-scale IP networks. We have implemented this system and

tested it extensively.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 The Internet Revolution

Many revolutions in history have substantially changed people's lives but none as

quickly and ubiquitously as the Internet revolution. The Internet revolution has affected

society in profound ways-at home, at school, and at work. Access to the Internet provides

us with information and entertainment, and enables us to communicate almost instantly with

anyone in the world. From the latest sports news to ingredients for a special dinner, you can

find almost anything with just a little effort on the World Wide Web.

Companies once hesitant to adopt Internet-based technology are now readily

adopting it as the benefits are easily demonstrated. Businesses such as bookstores are not

necessarily located down the road anymore; they are found online. Movies and music can be

downloaded with a click of a button. The letters and faxes of yesterday are now the e-mails

of today complete with pictures, video clips, and all manner of electronic data. The Internet

makes the world a much smaller place by defying national boundaries and empowering

consumers and businesses as never before.

Access to networked resources via the Internet is swiftly assuming the shape of a

public utility, a service that must be available to all on an equitable basis. Advanced Western

societies have recognized that clean water, electricity, and the telephone are services to which

the majority of people should have access. Internet access today has become a reasonable

expectation in an advanced society.
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1.2 The Internet: A Network of Networks

Local area networks (LANs) are the Internet's building blocks. A LAN is a privately

owned network within a single building or campus. LANs connect personal computers and

workstations in company offices, factories, university campuses, and other organizations to

exchange information and to share resources such as printers. Figure 1.1 shows how a

typical LAN connects personal computers and shared resources. Ethernet that runs at

speeds of 10 to 100 Mbps is the most widely installed LAN technology, about 70 percent

internationally. (5)

A Wide Area Network, or WAN, spans a large geographical area, often a country or

continent. WANs consist of two distinct components: transmission lines and switching

elements. LANs interconnect together via WANs as shown in Figure 1.4.

An example of a private network consists Kaiser Permanente's network. Each

Kaiser location has a private LAN and each LAN must share data with not only other Kaiser

LANs but with the rest of the world. The Internet is tens of thousands of these LANs

connected like a big net or web.

Fig. 1.1. A Typical LAN
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LANs interconnect to a local network access provider that routes network traffic

between end-point networks. Local networks usually connect to a regional network or a

mid-level network. The mid-level networks connect to one or more backbones, which

connect to other backbone networks around the world. The backbone networks are public

fiber-optic networks that run across the county. Figure 1.2 shows a backbone network that

connects mid-level networks across the country.

This structure makes it possible for LANs all over the globe to communicate with

each other. The organization that owns the LAN leases a dedicated access line from a local

network access provider to connect to the Internet service provider's network. See Figure

1.3 for an example.(12)

A router interfaces the LAN to the Internet while a Data Service Unit (DSU)

interfaces the router to the dedicated line. The demarcation point referred to in Figure 1.3 is

the physical location where the local carrier delivers the dedicated service. The dedicated

line connects the LAN to a router on the backbone network.

Fig. 1.2. Backbone Network
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LAN

Fig. 1.3. LAN to Internet Connection

1.3 Multiple Layers of Standard Protocols

To reduce the design complexity, networks are organized as a series of "layers" or

"levels. Each layer is built upon the one below. The number, name, content, and function

of layers vary from network to network. However, the purpose of each layer in any network

is to offer certain services to the layer above it, shielding this upper layer from the details of

how the offered services are actually implemented. Layer n on a local machine converses

with layer n on a remote machine. The rules and conventions used in this conversation are

collectively known as the layer n protocol. A protocol is an agreement between the

communicating parties on how communication is to proceed.

Vendors who provide the networks that comprise the Internet typically use

proprietary technologies. These technologies-hardware and software-are not always
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compatible. For this reason, standard protocols are needed to ensure these networks can

interoperate. Figure 1.4 shows how different LAN technologies are connected via a WAN.

Networks allow computers to transfer data from one computer to another. This data

exchange occurs across physical networks. To use networks efficiently, we need rules upon

which all of the network's members agree. These rules are a set of networking protocols

that can be used with any physical topology, whether the topology is a packet-switched wide

area network or an Ethernet local area network.

Fig. 1.4. Different Network Technologies

1.4 The 7-Layer Reference Model

The International Standards Organization's 7-layer Open System Interconnection (OS1)

Reference Model is a conceptual model that uses several layers to identify various functions

provided by a network.(I) These layers compare a variety of protocols that use a common
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framework. (I) Figure 1.5 shows the layers of the OSI Reference Model. Each layer has a

very specific function and relies on the other layers to ensure the entire model functions

properly. Communication is only allowed between a layer and the layers immediately above

or below. If there is a problem at one layer, it is the responsibility of that specific layer to

provide feedback to the layers surrounding it.

The layers of the OSI model are the following, starting from the bottom to top:

1. The Physical Layer describes the physical properties of the various communications

media as well as the electrical properties and interpretation of the exchanged signals.

2. The Data-Link Layer explains the logical organization of data bits transmitted on a

particular medium. This layer defines framing, addressing, and error checking of

Ethernet packets.

3. The Network Layer shows how a series of exchanges over various data links can

deliver data between any two nodes in a network. This layer defines the addressing

and routing structure of the Internet.

4. The Transport Layer provides information about the quality and nature of the data

delivery. This layer defines if and how retransmissions will be used to ensure data

delivery.

5. The Session Layer involves the organization of data sequences larger than the

packets handled by lower layers. It also describes how request and reply packets are

paired in a remote procedure call.

6. The Presentation Layer describes the syntax of data being transferred; for example,

how floating-point numbers are exchanged between hosts with different math

formats.
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7. The Application Layer represents how real work is actually done; for example, the

implementation of file system operations.
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Fig. 1.5. The 7 Layers of the OSI Reference Model

1.5 The TCPlIP Reference Model

The reference model used in the Internet is the TCPlIP Reference Model. (1) This

reference model was named after its two primary protocols, Transmission Control Protocol

(YCP) and Internet Protocol (IP). Figure 1.6 shows the TCPlIP Reference Model protocol

stack.

The TCPlIP and OSI stacks have similar layers. At the bottom of the TCPlIP stack

is the link layer, which does the combined job of the physical and data link layers of the OSI

model. The second layer on the TCPlIP stack is the Internet layer that performs the duties

of the network layer on the OSI model. The third layer on the stack is the transport layer,

the same transport layer of the OSI model. The fourth layer on the stack is the application
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layer, which resembles the application layer in the OSI model. The presentation and session

layers of the OSI stack are not present in the TCPlIP Reference Model.

The Internet layer is the linchpin that holds together the entire Internet's architecture.

It pennits hosts to inject packets into any network and have them travel independendy to a

destination. The Internet layer defines an official packet format and protocol called IP.

The layer above the Internet layer is the transport layer. The transport layer is

designed to allow peer entities on the source and destination hosts to carry on a conversation.

An end-to-end protocol has been defined in the transport layer. This protocol is the TCP.

TCP is a reliable, connection-oriented protocol that allows a byte stream originating on one

machine to be delivered without error to any other machine within the Internet.

,
-

:~~iApplication Application ',~
·r~

.
TCP 'I;~ ._':r ,t
IP IP IP

Link llinle
i;

link ,':,i:; ~,Link ". ~. .<~

<, :1\
End System End System

(a computer) (a computer
Router

Physical wire

Fig. 1.6. TCPlIP Protocol Stack

TCPlIP's three main characteristics are rich functionality, openness, and

pervasiveness.(l) Its functionality is well documented, with a flexible design that has allowed
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it to evolve to meet new Internet needs. As an open-communications standard, TCPlIP is

not controlled by a company, a characteristic that makes it appealing to many organizations

that want flexibility in selecting vendors for computers and hardware. The pervasiveness of

TCPlIP is probably the biggest asset because in today's market a computer company cannot

sell products effectively if it lacks support for TCPlIP.

1.6 The Cost of Internet Connectivity

Internet connectivity is expensive. For large organizations, the cost can amount to

hundreds of thousands of dollars per month. This cost has three components.(13)

1. A one-time charge for equipment and installation.

2. The local-access line charge; a fixed monthly charge a user pays to the local carrier

for a dedicated line to the long-haul carrier's network. This charge depends on the

bandwidth leased and the distance between the demarcation point and the long-haul

carrier's network.

3. The cost ofInternet connection; a monthly service charge paid to the ISP, which is

the long-haul carrier. This charge depends on the bandwidth and the quality of the

service upon which the user and the provider agree in the SLA.

When searching for Internet services, there are many performance and technology

options available in today's marketplace. Some of the most popular services are l.5-Mbps

T1 connections and 45-Mbps T3 connections: The cost for a T1 starts at around $1200 per

• A T3 (sometimes referred to as a DS3) is a leased private dedicated line that goes directly from your office to
an ISP. A T3/DS3 connection is equivalent to 28 Tl/DSl connections and uses digital signals on a fiber-optic
or coaxial cable at speeds of 44.736 megabits per second. Bandwidth for a Fractional T3, up to a full T3,
generally runs at speeds between 6 Mbps through 45 Mbps(Il).
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month for Internet services plus a local access line charge of about $250. Table 1.1 shows

examples of the cost for Internet service. (14) These costs do not include local access line

charges.

Bandwidth Monthly Charge

15 Mbps $14,000

21 Mbps $18,000

45 Mbps $28,800

Table 1.1. Typical Cost for Internet Service

Pricing varies depending on competition in the area, the distance between the client

and the provider's network, and other factors. For example, if the client is in a rural region,

then the price will be relatively high. In contrast, if the client is in an area with Internet

connectivity available from numerous ISPs, then the cost for Internet connectivity will be

significantly lower. In either case, $10,000 or more per month per site for Internet

connectivity is a significant amount of money.
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1.7 Service Level Agreements

When Internet services are purchased, a Service Level Agreement (SLA)* is made

between the Internet service provider (ISP) and the client.(IO) The agreement indicates the

level of network performance a service provider will guarantee as well as the penalties the

service provider will pay if it does not meet its commitments. Generally, penalties are credits

against future service. In addition to refunds for lost time or poor performance, penalties

for SLA violations should consider the business impact on an enterprise. It is unreasonable

for a service provider to offer a refund just for a specified amount of time lost when an

enterprise suffers financial loss because of an SLA violation.

An ISP has to guarantee the availability, reliability, and stability of the services

provided to the client. Availability refers to the relative "up-time" for customer access.

Reliability refers to how many errors or dropped data packets/frames will occur within the

data communications bandwidth. Stability refers to the latency variance between data

packets/frames of variable size that will be transiting the infrastructure of the data

communications service. WorldCom, for example, guarantees round-trip latency of no more

than 55 ms, packet delivery rate of 99.5 percent, and 100 percent service availability. (12)

1.8 SLA Verification

Organizations that buy Internet services are usually not certain if the terms of

their SLAs are met. The ISP will usually send the client a bill at the end of the

• An SLA is a contract in which carriers or service providers guarantee minimum service levels and spell
out penalties for shortfalls.
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month for services provided. The monthly bill may include feedback on relative

performance metrics that determine if clients are receiving the service under contract.

These reports are not necessarily accurate. They list problems after the fact, when it

is too late to do anything and nearly impossible to determine the source of the

problem. In addition, the client does not know how these reports are generated and

which methods are used to calculate performance levels specified in the SLA.

A corporate Internet service bill should get more attention than other utility bills.

For the purpose of comparison, let us use the water bill as an example:

• The water bill provides details about the quantity of water consumed. It does not

offer details about quality like the Internet service bill that depends on quantity and

quality. The amount water customers pay does not depend on the quality since the

quality is assumed to be up to standards. The client cannot just assume that Internet

service quality is always good because the Internet is unpredictable.

• Suspicious fluctuations in water consumed are easy to detect. The monthly water bill

shows how much water was used during the previous year so the client can compare

and detect any fluctuations. With Internet service, if an average of a service level is

given, then the client does not really know if the service level violated the SLA.

• Sometimes the Internet service bill involves larger amounts of money compared with

the utility bill, making it a more important consideration.

• It is difficult and expensive for the ISP to accurately monitor the service provided to

each customer. The ISP also may take shortcuts to save money and thus affect a

customer's service. A meter installed at each customer's location monitors the

amount of water consumed.
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• The ISP may subscribe to "wholesale" carriers and must use their data in preparing

the bills. This is not the case with the water company.

For a client, it is very difficult to verify that Internet service meets the terms of the

SLA. The difficulty is getting service providers to offer accurate statistics on network

reliability. To help the client make comparisons, the ISP must ensure network descriptions

clearly define what is measured, where it is measured, the period during which measurements

are taken and the time of day. The client needs a monitoring device that is accurate and that

verifies the SLA in real-time. Without accurate reports that verify the SLA, the client has no

way to check whether the service paid for was delivered.

The client has three choices to make sure the terms of the SLA are met:

1. Let the service provider handle the verification of the SLA. If the service provider

has control and complete access to all of the resources used to deliver the service, it

will be easiest for the service provider to capture the data necessary for reports.

However, there is a question whether the service provider can be trusted to provide

accurate reports. Clearly, the service provider has a vested interest in providing

service that meets or exceeds the service-level guarantee. A variety of factors (e.g.,

penalty clauses, bonuses) are incentives for the service provider to show that

guarantees are being met. With service-level reports, sometimes the service provider

may succumb to the temptation to cheat. Sometimes misleading reports diminish or

destroy the trust between the service provider and client.

2. Outsource the task of verifying the SLA to a third party, to one of many firms that

offer SLA verification services. (4) Most clients do not prefer this choice because it

involves paying a monthly service charge, and it has security issues.
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3. Performs the verification himself. Verification equipment can be purchased off-the

shelf today; for example, the Adtech AX/4000 or the Hewlett Packard Broadband

Test Systems, which can be used at each location in an organization's network to

perform online monitoring and measurement. However, such equipment is too

expensive for most applications. Hardware and software packages can cost up to

$25,000 per site. If tens or hundreds of sites are involved, it becomes economically

unfeasible for monitoring probes at each site to perform full-scale tests and verify

the SLA. However, if a low-cost device for verifying the SLA were available, then

the problem would be solved.

1.9 Thesis Content

In this thesis, we design and build a device for monitoring IP networks service

quality. This device is an inexpensive instrument for online monitoring of IP service quality

on a large-scale network. It measures the availability, reliability, and stability of the IP

Internet services provided to the client-from the client's perspective.

In Chapter 2, we describe the functionality of the monitoring system, starting with

the capabilities of the system. This includes a description of supported protocols, frame

types, and features. The chapter discusses the monitoring system's use in the network, the

internal structure of the system and lists the main components. Finally, we provide a high

level diagram of the system and explain how it works.

In Chapter 3, we explain the implementation of the system in detail. We start by

explaining the development environment and the tool chain flow. Then we describe the

process of implementation, starting with the creation of the embedded processor hardware.

14



After that, we explain the analyzer logic blocks and their function, discuss system integration

and resource usage. We close this chapter by describing the process of configuring the

prototype board.

In Chapter 4, we report the tests run with the monitoring system and discuss the

results. First, we show the test setup; that is, how the tester and system under test are

interconnected. Then we list the test cases and the results obtained. We end the chapter

with a discussion of the test results and explanations of why some cases did not work as

expected.

In Chapter 5, we suggest improvements for future versions of the monitoring system.
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CHAPTER 2

THE IP SERVICE-QUALITY MONITORING SYSTEM

2.1 Introduction

In Chapter 1 we suggested a solution to the SLA verification problems that Internet

service clients face. That solution was to use a specially designed device for monitoring the

service-quality and quantity of IP networks. Such a device should measure the availability,

reliability, and stability of the services provided to the client from the client's perspective.

Also, in order to be practically useful, such a device would have to have low cost: In this

chapter, we discuss the functions of the monitoring device, which we call AXLITE. In

Section 2.2, we describe AXLITE's functions and in Section 2.3 we describe its internal

structure. In the final section, we explain how it works.

2.2 Functions to be Performed by an Ideal Monitoring System

We assume that the enterprise has many geographically scattered business locations.

This is depicted in Figure 2.1. Ideally, each of these locations is equipped with a Monitoring

System (MS).

* Appendix A shows the cost estimate of the device
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Fig. 2.1. An Ideal Monitoring System in the Network

The functions to be performed by this ideal monitoring system are:

• Transmit time-stamped packets to other monitoring systems.

• Receive time-stamped packets from other monitoring systems.

• Measure the quality and quantity of received packets.

In this thesis, because of limitations on the FPGA resources, only the receive and

measuring functions were implemented.
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2.3 The Functions Performed by AXLITE

In section 2.2 we assumed that the enterprise has many geographically scattered

business locations and we mentioned that the AXLITE can only receive and measure the

quality and quantity of packets. Each business location would be equipped with an AXLITE,

which would receive and measure packets transmitted from a more powerful test system

located at a central site.

AXLITE operates at the edge of the network at the customer's site. Figure 2.2

shows how AXLITE fits in the network. The monitoring device can be placed anywhere on

each of the customer's 10/100 Ethernet LANs. It only receives frames sent to it by a traffic

source placed at the ISP's central site. The traffic source is a Broadband Test System, which

transmits many streams of frames destined to the AXLITE testers on each of the customer's

sites: The LANs are connected to the ISP's network via dedicated access lines like DSl or

DS3. A router is used to interface the LAN to the Internet. The monitoring station, which

can be located on any of the customer's LANs, is where all the information gathered by the

AXLITE devices on all the sites is analyzed.

• An example of a Broadband Test System is the Adtech AX/4000.
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Fig. 2.2. AXLITE in the Network

AXLITE is an "active" monitoring device. Active testing is one of the two common

approaches to monitoring a network. The other common approach is the passive approach.

See Appendix B for a comparison between active and passive monitoring.

The active approach relies on the capability to inject test packets into the network

and then measuring the service-quality obtained from the network. The test packets we

support on AXLITE are Layer-3 IP test packets. The test blocks carried over IP are Adtech

Test Blocks. For a definition of Adtech Test Blocks, see Appendix C. Monitoring a

network using the active approach introduces extra traffic in the network. The volume and
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other parameters of the introduced traffic are fully adjustable, and small traffic volumes are

enough to obtain meaningful measurements. Using this approach makes the emulation of

scenarios for checking the service-quality easy.

Both the ISP and the customer are involved when monitoring a network with the

active approach. Their responsibilities and the conditions that indicate the violation of the

terms of the SLA are negotiated in the SLA when the service is purchased. The

responsibilities of the ISP may include the generation of the active traffic using a Broadband

Test System located at the ISP's central site as shown in Figure 2.2. The customer handles

the monitoring and analysis of the results collected by the AXLITE devices at its sites. A

monitoring station, located at one of the customer's sites, is usually setup to handle this task

as shown in Figure 2.2. Since only active traffic is monitored, the measurements obtained

are only a statistical sample of the total traffic, so both parties have to agree on the

conditions and the events that indicated a violation of the terms of the SLA.

The protocol supported by AXLITE is IP over Ethernet. AXLITE supports only

one packet encapsulation, which is Ethernet II, and supports up to 64 flows and a packet

count of 10 packets per second per flow. The maximum frame size supported is 1500 bytes

and the minimum frame size is 64 bytes.

This initial version of the AXLITE can detect errors, lost or mis-inserted packets,

delay, and received errors and data rates. The AXLITE performs checksum on the IP

header to determine if it is corrupted. It also performs a CRC-16 check on the Adtech test

block. In addition to error checking, the AXLITE is capable of detecting if a frame is

received in the wrong order or if a frame or frames are lost. This device can also measure

one-way frame transit delay. Currendy, this measurement is not accurate because we have

no way of synchronizing the time stamp clock on the prototype board. Future versions of
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AXLITE should have a GPS receiver to synchronize the time stamp clock. Finally, the

AXLlTE can measure the error rates, and the received byte and frame rates.

2.4 Internal Structure of the AXLITE

As shown in Figure 2.3, the AXLITE is made up of the following three main

components:

• The Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA); a programmable logic device

containing about 8200 logic elements. Each logic element contains a 4-input lock up

table and a register. The FPGA contains the processor and the hardware that

implements the different logic blocks carrying out the features of the AXLITE.

Figure 2.3 shows the different blocks implemented in the FPGA and how they are

connected.

• The external memory made of FLASH and SRAM. The memory stores the

hardware configuration files and the software images.

• The external Ethernet card, which performs the Layer-l and Layer-2 functionalities.
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Fig. 2.3. AXLITE System High Level Diagram

A portion of the FPGA is configured as a processor. Software and hardware

interaction is handled by this component. It copies data received from the Ethernet card

into the system registers located in the Interface to Analyzer block. It is also responsible for

reading measurements from the registers and sending this information to a graphical user

interface (GUI) for display. The IP and CRC-16 Checkers block implements circuits that

accomplish the checksum over the IP header and the 16-byte test block. The Sequence

Checker block implements the circuit that inspects for frames that are lost or out of

sequence. The Timer block counts the time since the device started running. The Counters

block counts the errors, error rates, number of bytes and frames received, and the rate of

bytes and frames received.
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2.5 Operation of the AXUTE

The most important operations performed by the AXUTE are:

• Receiving Layer-2 frames. This is done by the Ethernet card.

• Measure and analyze the Layer-3 packets and test blocks. This is done by the

hardware in the FPGA.

• Respond to HTTP requests, sent by Internet Explorer on a remote PC, by

dynamically creating HTML code. This is done by the server application

implemented in software and executed by the embedded processor in the FPGA.

A user can communicate with AXLITE remotely form any PC with Windows®

Internet Explorer (IE) software. The user can instruct the AXUTE to RUN or STOP and

IE will display the statistics. The communication between the PC and AXLITE is done

through a 10/100 Base-T connection. On this version ofAXLITE, the Ethernet MAC

adapter is only 10 Base-T. IE establishes a TCP connection with AXLITE, which acts as a

server. The user issues commands and IE sends an HTTP request to the server application,

which is implemented on AXLITE in software. The server in AXLITE will interpret the

HTTP request and respond after dynamically creating the HTML code.

The following steps are a description of how the user can start AXLITE and what

happens after it begins operation. To start the AXLITE, the user enters the IP address of

the Ethernet adapter on IE. A TCP connection is set up and an HTTP request is sent to the

AXLITE and received by the server application, which decodes the request and responds.

Depending on the name of the HTML page requested from the server, the server will

generate the HTML code dynamically and respond with the right page. Also, depending on

the name of the requested page, the right controls are written to the registers like run, latch,
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or stop. If the run page is requested, then the analyzer is run and the counts are latched,

read from the registers, and then embedded into the HTML code. If the stop page is

requested, then the analyzer is stopped. When a frame is sent to the AXLITE, it is received

by the Ethernet card. The Ethernet card buffers the frame and sends an interrupt request to

the CPU. The CPU then copies the frame at a rate of 16 bits at a time and writes it to the

registers. Writing the frame and frame controls is performed by software. If the analyzer is

in stop mode, then all the data is invalidated. If the analyzer is in run mode, then the frame

data is valid. After the frame and frame controls are written to the registers, the data and

controls flow to the rest of the system at which point the frame will be analyzed by the

different blocks in the analyzer, and the supported statistics will accumulate in the counters.

The values in the counters will be latched to the CPU interface registers whenever a request

for a run page is received. Those registers read by the CPU and the counts are embedded

into the HTML.

In this chapter we discussed the functions of the AXLITE, describe its functions and

its internal structure, and explained how it works. In Chapter 3 we describe the

implementation of the AXLITE. This includes a description of the development

environment, the Analyzer logic-blocks implementation, software development, and system

integration.
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CHAPTER 3

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE AXLITE

3.1 Introduction

In this chapter we describe the implementation of the AXLITE. We begin by

discussing the development environment. Then we explain the process of creating the

processor hardware in the FPGA and the implementation of the logic blocks that comprise

the Analyzer. After that, we describe the system hardware integration and software

development, and discuss how to configure the prototype board.

A prototype board from ALTERA was used to implement this project: This board

interfaces to the Internet via Ethernet 10/100 and to a local PC via a serial port as shown in

Figure 3.1. It must also be provided with 110 volt AC power.

PC

Excalibur Developntent Board

Ethernet 10/100

Ethernet Port

Fig. 3.1. Development Test Setup

• See Appendix D for more information on the ALTERA Excalibur Development System.
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The prototype board is 4" long by 6" wide and is shown in Figure 3.2. The major

components on the board are:

• The FPGA. This component has 8,200 logic elements, which contain roughly

526,000 gates.

• The FLASH memory device, which is used to store the configuration mes that

define the FPGA. The size of the FLASH is 1 Mbyte.

• The SRAM memory device, which is used to store the software images. The size of

the SRAM is 256 Kbytes.

• The Ethernet Card, which is used for Internet connectivity:

• The serial connector, which is used for host communication with a desktop.

• The AC power supply circuitry.

• LED's and dip-switches; used as general purpose I/O.

• See Appendix E for more information on the Ethernet card hardware and software.
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Fig. 3.2. The ALTERA Prototype Board

3.2 The Development Environment and Process

The ALTERA Excalibur Development Kit includes a software program which

implements a general-purpose processor on a portion of the FPGA: This program is called

Quartus II. The Quartus II program is responsible for generating the VHDL files for the

general-purpose processor and its peripherals. In addition, it has a "C" software compiler

for compiling the software code and a hardware compiler for compiling the hardware files

and routing the "nets" in the FPGA. The NIOS processor runs C-code complied by a

program called CYGWIN, which is integrated into the Quartus II environment.

• The architecture of the general-purpose processor is called NIOS.(6)
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Figure 3.3 shows the NIOS tool £low, the process in which the entire system is

created. The steps in that process are as follows:

1. Configure the processor, and select and configure any needed peripherals. The

configuration involves selecting bus widths, enabling features on the processor

or peripheral, and selecting the setup and hold clock cycles for an interface.

2. Generate the system hardware and software files. The hardware files are VHDL

code describing the functionality of the processor and the peripherals and the

software files, which run on the embedded processor, are C-code drivers for the

peripherals. At this point, this system is referred to as the Baseline System.

3. Add additional VHDL source files and software files that have been developed

to carry out the features of the AXLITE.

4. Synthesize and fit the hardware description source files to the FPGA, and

compiled and linked the software files.

5. Program the FPGA with the output file or just load the file to the FLASH. In

addition, load the software image files to the SRAM or the FLASH. The files

should be loaded to the non-volatile memory (the FLASH) after code debugging

is complete.
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Fig. 3.3. NIOS Tool Flow

3.3 Creating the NIOS Processor and its Peripherals

Figure 3.4 shows the system block diagram. The system is comprised of three main

parts as listed below:

1. NIOS processor

2. Peripheral logic

3. Analyzer logic

Together parts 1 and 2 form the Baseline System. Roughly speaking the Baseline

System uses 37 percent of the FPGA logic elements while the Analyzer logic uses

approximately 20 percent. Thus, about 43 percent of the FPGA resources remain unused.
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Fig. 3.4. System Block Diagram

As shown in Figure 3.4, the FPGA has three main parts. In this section we describe

how the Baseline System is configured. Then in Section 3.4 we, explain how the Analyzer

logic is implemented.

The first step in creating the NIOS processor hardware that uses the ALTERA

Quartus II Software is to create a top-level schematic of the design. When this is done, the

NIOS processor can be configured: The data bus width selected for this design is 32-bits,

which is also the width of the arithmetic logic unit (ALU) and registers. The width of the

CPU address bus is set to 21-bits. This creates an address space of 2 megabytes. The

general-purpose register file size is set to 256 registers. Each register is 32-bits wide, so this

• See Appendix F for the NIOS processor architecture.
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will take eight internal memory blocks because each internal memory block is 32-bits wide

by 32-bits deep.

The next step is to add the internal memory peripheral. This peripheral is the On

Chip ROM, also called the Boot Monitor ROM because it will contain the Germs Monitor

that acts as the real-time operating system. This 32-bit wide and 1-kilobyte-deep ROM is on

chip and implemented in internal memory blocks.

At this time, a timer peripheral and a serial I/O interface peripheral are added. The

timer peripheral is a simple 32-bit interval timer that counts down to zero from some preset

value. The serial I/O interface peripheral is a DART (RS-232 Serial Port). The baud rate is

115200 bits per second. There will be eight bits of data and one stop bit.

The parallel I/O peripherals (PIO) that interface to other on-chip and off-chip

peripherals are added next. The PIO can act as registers or they can be user-defined. Four

PIO registers are added for the switches and LEDs. In addition, two user-defined interfaces

are added. The first user-defined interface is an interface to the off-chip 10 Base-T Ethernet

MAC. This interface has a separate, dedicated input and output data buses. This means the

peripheral connects to the NIOS processor system module via its own dedicated pair of

read-and-write data buses. The data bus width for this peripheral is 32-bits and the address

bus width is six bits. The number of setup clocks, hold clocks, and wait states are each set to

one. See Figure 3.5 for the setup clocks and Figure 3.6 for the hold clocks. The second

user-defined interface is an interface to the on-chip internal logic registers. This interface

has a separate, dedicated input and output data buses. The data bus width for this peripheral

is 16-bits and the address bus width is eight bits. The number of setup clocks is set to one,

the number of the hold clocks is set to zero, and the number of wait states is set to four.

This setup results in six cycles for read or write.
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The overall system is configured after the NIOS processor and its peripherals are

created and configured. Some peripherals are assigned Interrupt Request Priority (IRP) and

the memory map is configured. The program memory will be accessed from the external

SRAM. SRAM will also be used as the main data memory. The Boot Monitor ROM

mentioned earlier will be used as the boot device, which is at offset OxOOOOOO. At power-up

or when the system is reset, the NIOS CPU will start executing code from this device. See

Figure 3.7 for the processor boot process.
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Fig. 3.7. Processor Boot Process

3.4 Implementation of the Analyzer Logic

Implementation of the Analyzer logic is done after configuring the Baseline System

with the CPU and its peripherals. See Figure 3.8 for a high-level block diagram of the

Analyzer logic. All the VHDL code for the Analyzer logic is found in Appendix G.
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Fig. 3.8. Block Diagram of the Analyzer Logic

3.4.1 The CPU Interface

The inputs to this block are the system clock, write data bus, address bus, write select

(negative logic), read select (negative logic), and the chip select. The output is the read data

bus. This block acts as an interface between the user-defined interface, which is a NIOS

peripheral, and the system registers that hold the frame data, control signals, and counts of

the generated statistics.

3.4.2 The Timer

The inputs to this block are the system clock and a reset signal. The output is a

32-bit seconds counter. The block counts the time elapsed in seconds since the Analyzer is

run. The counter will take 13.136 days before rolling over. If tests of longer periods are

required, then the width of this counter can be easily increased.
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3.4.3 The IP Checksum and Test Block CRC-16 Calculator

The inputs to this block are the system clock, data bus, start of frame flag, end of

frame flag, and data valid flag. The outputs are the IP error flag, test block CRC-16 flag

(negative logic), lower six bits of the index, timestamp, sequence number, and a flag that

indicates when output parameters are valid. This block calculates the IP checksum of the

variable length IPv4 header and sets the error flag if there is an error. In addition, this block

calculates the CRC-16 over the first 14 bytes of the test block and compares the result to the

CRC-16 attached to the end of the test block. It then determines if there is an error. This

block also grabs some parameters from the test block for use in other blocks, and outputs a

flag that indicates when parameters ate valid. These parameters are the index, time stamp,

and sequence number.

3.4.4 The Sequence Checker

The inputs to this block are the system clock, reset flag, CRC-16 error flag, index,

sequence number, and parameter valid flag. The outputs are the out of sequence event flag;

lost frame flag; lost frame count for the current event; delayed versions of the parameter

valid flag; IF checksum error flag; and, the CRC-16 error flag. This block determines what

type of event occurred on the frame after checking some conditions and then sets the flags

accordingly. Table 3.1 shows the conditions this block checks and the action taken for each

possible event. The expected sequence number should be "1 + the current sequence

number".
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Condition Event Action

Check Received Seq. # To Seq. # Stored in RAM

If lower or equal to expected Out of sequence Don't update

If equal to expected +1 OK Update if no CRC-16 error

If greater than expected +1 Lost frame Update if no CRC-16 error

#Lost=new - old

Table 3.1. Sequence Checker Conditions Table

When a frame is received, depending on the index (sub-stream), the expected

sequence number is read out of the RAM. Depending on the received sequence number, as

indicated in Table 3.1, the event flags are set accordingly and the RAM is updated.

3.4.5 The Counters

The inputs to this block are the system clock, and the errors and event flags

generated by the previous blocks. This block resets the counters when the system is started

or run. The counters then accumulate based on the input flags. When the CPU is requested

to read the counts to be displayed on IE, they are latched so the CPU will read fixed values

and avoid reading them during updating by the system. The counts accumulated in this

block are the IP Error Count, CRC Error Count, Out of Sequence Frame Count, Lost

Frame Count, Total Frame Count, Total Byte Count, and Total Time Elapsed since run.
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3.4.6 The Test Bench and Simulation

The test bench was created to verify the functionality of the Analyzer blocks before

testing on the prototype board. The test data used in this test bench were captured using the

Adtech AX/4000 capture program. Figure 3.9 shows the simulation results. The simulation

verifies that the different blocks are outputting the correct results. The signals IPErrocout

and TBErroi-out show that there were no errors detected, which is the correct result.
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3.5 System Integration

After the Analyzer logic is implemented, VHDL files can be added to the rest of the

system, and the entire system can be compiled and fitted to the target device. Figure 3.10

shows the compilation report. Some of the important information shown in the figure are

the FPGA device family and size, total logic elements consumed by the design, number of

I/O pins used, total memory bits consumed, and the number of clock resources used. The

compilation report shows that 57 percent of the FPGA logic elements are used by the design.

The rest of the logic elements (43 percent) are free to use. However, if more than 75

percent of the FPGA resources were used, it would become very difficult to route the design

and timing problems might be the result. The report also shows that only 26 percent of the

internal memory in the FPGA is used.
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3.6 Software Development

The library that includes the software routines that handle Ethernet frames, IP

frames, TCP frames, and ICMP frames is called PLUGS. The PLUGS library comes with

the Ethernet Development Kit. This library does not handle test block frames. We added

the software routines to handle test block frames and made necessary changes to the other

ftles in the PLUGS library. An IP frame with a test block is distinguished from other types

of frames by setting the protocol field in the IP header to OxAD or 173 in decimal. In

addition to the changes made to the PLUGS library, the server application was changed to

create HTML dynamically. Some Java scripts were added for the Web page to update

automatically every second.

See Appendix H for the software code to write to the registers; the software routing

that handles the test block and writes it to the registers; and, the software routing in the

server application that generates HTML dynamically and writes the controls to the registers.

3.7 Configuring the Prototype Board

The final step in the implementation of this project is to store the ftles that configure

the FPGA and the software images into the FLASH memory device, which is non-volatile.

Those ftles are downloaded to the FPGA and the SRAM on power-up.

After compiling and fitting the VHDL code using the ALTERA Quartus II software,

a ftle with an extension of ".hexout" is generated. This ftle can be direcdy downloaded to

the FPGA while under development. However, when testing is complete this file is

converted to a file with an extension of ".hexout.flash" and loaded to the Flash at offset
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Ox180000. As for the software, all the files are compiled and linked, and the resulting file is

an executable with extension ".serc". This file is also converted to a file with extension

".flash" and loaded to the FLASH at offset OX14OOOO. The code stored at this offset is

executed automatically. The FLASH is only used for program storage and not for program

execution since it is slow. Therefore, when the ".srec" file is converted to a ".flash" file, the

utility program that converts adds a "Copy" code to the ".srec" file. In this way, the

program is transferred to SRAM automatically on power-up.

This chapter includes a description of the development environment and process,

the Analyzer logic-blocks implementation, software development, and system integration. In

Chapter 4 we explain the setup used to test the AXUTE, describe the tests performed and

why they were chosen, present the test results, and discuss the results.
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CHAP1ER4

TEST RESULTS

1.1 Introduction

In Chapter 3 we described the monitoring system AXLITE. This system was built

and tested extensively. For the most part, the system operated according to expectations. In

this chapter, we explain the setup used to test the AXLITE. We then describe the tests

performed and why they were chosen. Next, we present the test results. We close the

chapter by discussing results and explaining why some tests yielded unexpected results.

The tests performed on the AXLITE were designed to verify that it can successfully

perform the following functions:

• It can receive frames of sizes between 64 and 1500 bytes.

• It can count the number and rate of received frames and frame bytes.

• It can detect and count errors.

• It can detect and count lost frames or frames received out of sequence.

• It can receive frames from multiple streams.

• It can handle receiving frames at the rate called for in the specifications.

4.2 The Test Setup

Figure 4.1 shows the setup used to test the AXLITE. Testing of the AXLITE was

performed on a 10/100 Base-T Ethernet LAN. The Adtech AX/4000 generated active

traffic with test blocks carried on IP over Ethernet II. The traffic generated by the
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AX../4000 was destined for the IP address 10.14.19.11, which is the IP address of the

AXLITE. The IP address of the AX../4000 was 10.14.19.240. Both devices were located on

the same LAN because testing with the AX../4000, located at the core of the network, was

beyond our control. The AXLITE receives the frames and measures the quantity of frames

and bytes received. It also measures the quality of the packets received by checking for

errors, delay, and the sequence in which packets arrive.

The purpose of the tests performed is to find out what works and what fails on the

AXLITE. The first thing we want to find out is if the AXLITE can receive at all. Then we

want to find out if it can receive frames of any allowed size, 64 to 1500 bytes. Next, we need

to know if each check and measurement that we support works. In addition, we want of

find out if this device can handle the rates called for in the specifications.

10.14.19.11
II:

10.14.19.240

Fig. 4.1. AXLITE Test Setup
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To achieve our goal of verifying that the AXLITE is working and pinpointing the

problems, we started with simple tests and then increased the complexity of the test

gradually until the AXLITE failed. Some test cases involved injecting errors in the generated

data just to make sure the AXLITE detects the errors.

The AXLITE was run by typing its IP address in the address line on Internet

Explorer, then clicking the RUN button. When the AXLITE is running, the Internet

Explorer screen will refresh every second. The refresh rate was set to one second because

this is a comfortable rate for the human eyes. The following counts are shown on the

analyzer screen of the AXLITE:

• IP Error Count

• CRC-16 Error Count

• Out of Sequence Frame Count

• Lost Frame Count

• Total Frame Count

• Total Byte Count

• Frame Rate

• Byte Rate

• Time Elapsed since run

4.3 The Test Results

Table 4.1 shows 11 test cases and their results. The first column of the table shows

the test number. The second column shows the transmitted and received frame size. The
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third column shows the frame rate in frames per second. The fourth column shows the

transmitted frame count by the AX../4000. The fifth column shows the received frame count

by the AXLITE. The sixth column shows the number of sub-streams that are transmitting.

Each sub-stream has a unique IP source address. The seventh column shows the number of

injected errors in each transmitted frame, if errors are injected. The eighth column tells us if

any errors are detected on the AXLITE side.

Test Fixed Frame Rate Number Number Number Injected Reported
Number Frame size (Frames/ sec.) OfTX OfRx Of Sub Errors Errors

(Bytes) Frames Frames Streams
1 64 1 208 208 1 No None

2 65 1 220 220 1 No None

3 500 1 196 196 1 No None

4 1500 1 217 217 1 No None

5 200 2 168 168 1 No None

6 200 2 305 305 2 No None

7 200 3 324 324 3 No None

8 200 10 201 198 1 No 3 lost frames

9 200 30 286 281 3 No 5 lost frames

10 200 1 289 287 1 Yes, 2 2 lost frames

11 200 2 275 270 2 Yes,S 5 out of

Sequence

Table 4.1. Test Cases and Results
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4.4 Discussion of the Results

Tests 1-7 show that the AXLITE can receive frames of any size between 64 and

1500 bytes at a very low frame rate. It also shows that the frame size, frame count, and the

rate counts are working correcdy. The counts are correct because they match the

transmitted counts. Test numbers eight to nine show that when the rate is increased, some

frames are lost. This means there is a rate-handling problem. Test 10 shows that when two

errors are injected, two frames are lost. The injected errors were in the IP header and in the

test block.

What we should have seen is no frames lost and two frames with either IP checksum

or CRC-16 errors. This means that frames with errors are dropped and not seen by the

AXLITE, which is another problem. Test 11 shows there are five errors injected and five

out of sequence frames detected. The errors injected in this case are not bit errors like in

Test 10. Instead, two sub-streams are set up with the same IP source address. The first is

running at two frames per second and the second sub-stream is manually triggered. This

means that sub-stream 2 will only transmit when the user tells it to do so manually. The

result of this is one out of sequence frame for every manually triggered frame. This is the

correct result, and it confirms that the sequence checker is working correcdy. The reasoning

behind this conclusion is as follows. The sequence number for sub-stream 2 is being

checked against the sequence number for sub-stream 1 because both have the same IP

address and sub-stream 2 has a sequence number lower than sub-stream 1 because sub

stream 1 has been transmitting before sub-stream 2. When a sub-stream 2 frame is received,

the current sequence number will be lower than the expected sequence number and the

frame will be flagged as out of sequence.
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From the test cases discussed above, there were two problems discovered. The first

is when transmitting data at a rate of 10 frames per second some frames are lost. We think

that this problem is due to the interrupt priority not being set correctly and the processor

being overloaded with tasks.

The interrupt priority is the priority assigned to the interrupts of each of the CPU

peripherals. Some peripherals' interrupts have higher priority than others do. When an

Ethernet card receives a frame, it is buffered. Then an interrupt request is sent to the

processor so it can copy the frame to the hardware registers located in the user-defined

interface between the CPU and the analyzer logic blocks. The Ethernet card will not be able

to receive another frame until the processor is done copying the first frame and is not busy

doing something else of higher priority.

Many time-consuming tasks are executed by the processor. Examples of these tasks

are the frame transfer from the Ethernet adapter to the hardware, the server application, and

calculating the frame and byte rates by dividing total counts by time. The processor is

overloaded by more tasks than it can handle. Clearly, this problem and the interrupt priority

problem need to be solved in future versions of the AXLITE.

The second problem occurs when injecting errors-every injected frame is lost. We

think the source of this problem is in the CRC-32 check that is done in Layer 2 in the

Ethernet card. The CRC-32 covers the entire frame, so any error injected anywhere in the

frame will be detected by the CRC-32 check. If a frame is flagged as an erred frame by the

Ethernet card, it is dropped. That is why the Frame Lost Count is incremented by one for

each frame injected with errors. When there are no CRC-32 errors in the Ethernet frame,

the received frame will be checked by the IP Checksum and CRC-16 circuits. It will pass the

checks because there are no errors. The solution to the lost frames problem is to disable the
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Ethernet card from dropping CRC-32 erred frames, which we think can be done by writing

some value to some register in the Ethernet card.

In this chapter we explained the setup used to test the AXLITE, described the tests

performed and why they were chosen, presented the test results, and discussed them. In

Chapter 5 we summarize and discuss future work.
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CHAPTERS

SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK.

5.1 Summary

Almost every organization today needs Internet connectivity. Dedicated access lines

and Internet services are very expensive; hence clients require some kind of assurance that

the service they receive from the Internet service provider is predictable and reliable. They

want to make certain they get what they paid for. To do this, an SLA is signed between the

client and the Internet service provider.

SLAs require real-time, credible, accurate, and affordable verification from the

client's perspective. In Chapter 1, we discussed the options a client has to verify the SLA.

We concluded the best option is for the client to perform the verification, and the

monitoring devices have to be online at each of the customer's sites. We also concluded that

for this to be possible, and especially for a client with many sites, the SLA monitoring device

must be very affordable.

This thesis presented a design for an IP service-quality monitoring device, the

AXLITE, that is online, can be placed at the customer's site, and is very affordable. We

designed, implemented, and tested this device successfully. The design and implementation

of this device were described in detail in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3. We showed the test

results in Chapter 4.

The design presented in this thesis is only the first version ofAXLITE. As such, it

only supports a limited set of features. Additional features, in particular the ability to
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generate and transmit test packets and to measure packet delay, would be needed to make

this device practically usable for verification of IP service level agreements.

5.2 Future Work

The current design has some limitations; for example, the resources on the FPGA.

The size of the FPGA on the current prototype is very small, about 8200 logic elements. We

recommend that future versions ofAXLITE use a bigger and faster FPGA like the

ALTERA CYCLONE FPGA, which has over 20,000 logic elements. The CYCLONE

FPGA has at least five times the number of memory blocks than the current prototype and

can run at a speed of 125 MHz; the FPGA we used runs at 33 MHz. Another limitation on

the current prototype is the Ethernet adapter speed. The current Ethernet card handles only

10 Mbps. We recommend that future versions use a 10/100 Mbps Ethernet adapter with a

large buffer size that can buffer more than a few frames. The FPGA and the Ethernet

adapter upgrade will significandy increase performance of this device and eliminate rate

handling problems.

The current architecture of the AXLITE also needs some improvement. One

required change is elimination of the processor from the data path. Implementing a Direct

Memory Access (DMA) module will achieve this. A DMA module will be responsible for

transferring the data from the Ethernet card buffer to some hardware buffer instead of

having the processor copy the data form the Ethernet card buffer, byte-by-byte or word-by

word. This will save CPU time since reading and writing to memory are very cosdy

operations.
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Some of the features needed to make this device more useful are a GPS receiver to

synchronize the time stamp, adding a generator, support capturing data, and developing

management software for billing. Adding a GPS receiver to synchronize the time stamp

clock will enable the AXLITE to find the transit delay and other important measurements.

Adding a generator to the AXLITE will eliminate the need for the more expensive

equipment at the core of the network and will enable the AXLITE to perform end-to-end

mesh testing of all the client's sites. This will also eliminate the need to design the AXLITE

to be interoperable with a specific monitoring manufacturer's equipment. Support for

capturing data will enable the users to be able to pinpoint the problem by looking at the

received data. Finally, developing management software for billing will enable the AXLITE

to collect the data it needs about the service level and compare the collected data to the SLA.

Based on the comparisons the AXLITE makes, billing reports can be generated so the user

can verify bills from the Internet service provider. This will make the SLA verification

painless and will save the user money if the SLA terms are violated.

It is worth mentioning that the Excalibur board, that was used to implement this

project, could be used by university students to implements their senior projects. Below is a

list of how they could benefit from this:

• Using the board will give them first hand experience with devices that they might be

working with in their future careers. For example, FPGAs are very commonly used

in many industries and in many applications.

• Working with this board will improve their teamwork and communication skills.

The board provides a platform for both software and hardware development such

that the software and the hardware functions in a project could be implemented in

parallel by different teams of students. Members of both teams will need to
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communicate to be able to integrate their work and will need to learn how to work

together.

• The Excalibur board is accompanied by the software needed to help in the design

process from scratch. This will allow the student to improve their design skills. In

addition, verification tools are included so students can simulate and test their work.

• The board can be connected to the Internet via a 10/100 Ethernet and comes with

the software that implements the TCP/IP protocol stack. This feature can be used

by the students to learn about networking and see live examples of network traffic.

This can be useful for students who have difficulties understanding the different

layers and protocols in the network models.
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APPENDIX A

COST ANALYSIS

In order for a monitoring device to be particularly useful, its cost must be

significandy less than the cost of one month of Internet service. Internet connectivity can

cost anywhere from $2,000 to $28,000 a month, depending on how much bandwidth is

leased and the quality of the service. If the service provider were to offer a free monitoring

device, then the provider would not be willing to pay a lot of money for this device. We

think that a reasonable and affordable cost for this device is less than one month of service.

For example, a price of $500 retail sounds affordable. The target cost price to build this

device is $150. See Table A.l.

Part Description Approximate Cost

ALTERA Cyclone FPGA With 20,000 Logic Elements $110

1 MByte (512 k x 16-bit) flash memory $6

256 Kbytes of SRAM (two 64 k x 16-bit chips) $6

10/100 Base-T 802.3 Adaptor $6

RS-232 Serial Port $3

DIP Switches and LEDs $5

On Board Logic For Configuring FPGA From Flash $3

Power Supply Circuitry $5

Printed Circuit Board + oscillatro $8

TOTAL ~$150

Table A.t. Cost Estimate
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APPENDIXB

ACTIVE VS. PASSIVE TESTING

Introduction

There are various approaches to monitoring the network. The two common

approaches are the passive and active approaches. Both have their values and should be

regarded as complementary; in fact, they can be used together. (3)

Passive Monitoring

The passive approach uses devices to watch the traffic as it passes by. These devices

can be special purpose devices such as a Sniffer, or they can be built into other devices such

as routers, switches, or end node hosts. The passive monitoring devices are polled

periodically and information is collected (in the case of SNMP devices the data is extract

from Management Information Bases (MIB)) to assess network performance and status.

The passive approach does not increase the traffic on the network for the

measurements. It also measures real traffic. However, the polling required to collect the

data, traps and alarms all generate network traffic, which can be substantial. Further, the

amount of data gathered can be substantial, especially if one is doing flow analysis or trying

to capture information on all packets.

The passive approach is extremely valuable in network trouble-shooting; however, it

is limited in ability to emulate error scenarios or isolate the exact fault location. Since the

passive approach may require viewing all packets on the network, there can be privacy or

security issues about how to access/protect the data gathered.
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Active Monitoring

The active approach relies on the capability to inject test packets into the network or

send packets to servers and applications and then following them and measuring service

obtained from the network. As such, it does create extra traffic, and the traffic or its

parameters are artificial. The volume and other parameters of the introduced traffic are fully

adjustable, and small traffic volumes are enough to obtain meaningful measurements.

On the other hand, the active approach provides explicit control on the generation of

packets for measurement scenarios. This includes control on the nature of traffic generation,

the sampling techniques, the timing, frequency, scheduling, packet sizes and types (to

emulate various applications), statistical quality, the path and function chosen to be

monitored. Being active implies testing what you want, when you need it. Emulation of

scenarios is easy and checking if Quality of Service (QoS) or Service Level Agreements

(SLAs) are met is relatively straightforward.
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APPENDIXC

ADTECH TEST BLOCK

A test block is a fixed length "cell" of data used for active testing. It contains

information that can be used by monitoring systems to measure the performance and the

quality of IP services. The test block in this design follows the IP header. If the protocol

field in the IP header is set to OxAD or 173 in decimal then the test block follows the IP

header.

The test block is 16 bytes long. Depending on the frame size, the test block is

followed by some kind of fill bytes. For this version ofAXLITE, the fill is just a fixed value

of all zeros. In later versions ofAXLITE, the fill can be an incremental pattern or pseudo

random bit sequence (PRBS). Table C.1 shows the different fields of a test block and their

length. See Figure C.1 for a graphical example. The next paragraph is a brief description of

those fields.

Every test sub-stream from each port of each chassis in a test will have a unique

number for identification. This is accomplished through the index number, port number,

and chassis number. For this version ofAXLITE, only six bits of the index number were

used to do this, since we only can detect 64 unique sub-streams. We had to only use six bits

because there were not enough internal memory resources to store the statistics for more

than 64 sub-streams. So, the upper bits of the Index, the Port ID number, and Chassis ID

number are not used in this version. The Fill Type identifies the fill pattern that follows the

IP Test Block. Fill patterns include PRBS 21\23-1, fixed payload (constant), and

incrementing payload (counting). Only the PRBS pattern is verified by the analyzer, the

constant and counting patterns are not. In the IP Test Packets, the fill pattern continues

until the FCS. For our purpose, we will only use constant fill. The Spare bytes are unused
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fields. They are set to zero and ignored on the analyzer. The Timestamp is a 32-bit field,

indicating the packet transmit time in iOns increments. When a packet is received by the

AXLlTE, it is time stamped and the transmitted time stamp is deducted from the receive

time stamp to get the delay. This value will only be accurate if both time stamps where

synchronized using GPS. For this version ofAXLITE, the times stamps are not

synchronized so the delay value is worthless. The Sequence number is a 32-bit field.

Sequence numbers are sub-stream (index, port, and chassis) based. The sequence numbers

are initialized on boot-up and increments once for each test packet of a given sub-stream.

The CRC-16 is a 16-bit CRC over the first 14 bytes of the test block.
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Byte # Name Description

0 Port # Unique Port ID Number

1 Chassis # Unique Chassis ID Number

2 [7:6] Fill Type O=none, 1=21\23-1, 2=const,

3=incrementing

2 [3:0] Index (bits 11 - 8) Test sub stream number

3 Index (bits 7 - 0)

4 Spare

5 Spare

6 Timestamp 0 (bits 7 - 0) Packet transmit timestamp

7 Timestamp 1 (bits 15 - 8)

8 Timestamp 2 (bits 23 - 16)

9 Timestamp 3 (bits 31 - 17)

10 Seq 0 (bits 7 - 0) Sequence number

11 Seq 1 (bits 15 - 8)

12 Seq 2 (bits 23 - 16)

13 Seq 3 (bits 31 - 17)

14 CRC-16 CRC covering bytes 0 - 13

15 CRC-16

Table C.l. IP Test Block Fields
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Fig. C.t. Ethernet II Frame
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APPENDIXD

EXCAUBUR DEVELOPMENT KIT

The ALTERA Excalibur™ Development Kit, featuring the NIOS embedded

processor, was selected to implement the AXLITE project. The NIOS development board

provides a hardware platform to immediately start developing embedded systems based on

ALTERA® APEXTM devices. See Figure D.1.(8)

04'

(LED3~

I Fltil>-tlfl. LED

~hAUSOOUJ
saclcuI

Fig. D.l. NIOS Development Board

Table D.l below lists the major components on the development board followed by

a brief overview of the most important ones.
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TP4 Ground point providing a ground plane reference

U1 APEX EP:20K200E deVice

U3 Flash memory device

U4 APEX device configuration controller

U5 Clock. distlibution chip

U7 Monitor reset

U13 RS-232 leveI-shifter

U14 SRAM

U15 SRAM

Y1 Programmable high-frequency osdDator

Table D.l. NIOS Development Board Components

Ul is an APEX 20K200E device in a 484-pin FineLine BGA™ package. A useful

NIOS system module (CPU and peripherals) typically occupies between 25 percent and 35

percent of the logic on this device. Table D.2 lists some of the APEX20K200E Device

Features.

Maximum system gates 526,000

Typical gates 211,000

LEs 8,320

ESBs 52

Maximum RAM bits ~OO.496

Maximum m9Ol'oceils 832

Maximum user 110 pins 382

Table D.2. APEX20K200E Device Features

The development board provides two separate methods for configuring the APEX

device:

1. A JTAG connection OP3) that can be used with Quartus II software

via a ByteBlasterMV or MasterBlaster download cable.
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2. A configuration controller (04) that configures the APEX device at

power-up from hexout files stored in the flash memory (03).

U3 is an Advanced Micro Devices (AMD) AM29LV800BB 1 Mbyte flash

memory chip. It is connected to the APEX device so that it can be used for

two purposes:

1. A NIOS processor implemented on the APEX device can use the flash

as general-purpose readable, memory, and non-volatile storage.

2. The flash memory can hold an APEX device configuration file that is

used by the configuration controller to load the APEX device at

power-up.

U14 and U15 are 256 Kbyte (64 K x 16-bit) asynchronous SRAM chips. They are

connected to the APEX device so they can be used by a NIOS processor as general-purpose

zero-wait-state memory. The two 16-bit devices can be used in parallel to implement a 32

bit wide memory subsystem.

J3 is a standard DB-9 serial connector. This connector is typically used for host

communication with a desktop workstation. Using a standard 9-pin serial cable connected

to (for example) a COM-port. The NIOS development kit includes a serial Y cable to

support an on-chip debug peripheraL

JP3 is a 10-pinJTAG interface connector compatible with ALTERA

ByteBlasterMV and MasterBlaster download cables. The JTAG connection is most

commonly used to download user configuration (such as .so£) files to the APEX device chip

during logic development and debugging.
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The configuration controller (U4) is an ALlERA EPM7064 Pill. It comes factory

programmed with logic that configures the APEX device (Ul) from data stored in flash (U3)

on power-up. At power-up (or when the reset switch SW2 is pressed), the configuration

controller begins reading data out of the flash memory. The flash memory, APEX device,

and configuration controller are connected so that data from the flash configures the APEX

device in passive-parallel mode.

APPENDIXE

EXCALIBUR ETHERNET DEVELOPMENT KIT

In addition to the NIOS development board, the NIOS Ethernet Development Kit

(EDK) was used. It includes hardware and software components that provide network

connectivity for NIOS-based embedded systems.(8) The components included in this kit are:

1. A network-interface daughtercard that can plug direcdy into the NIOS development

board.

2. The library component that defines the logic and interface signals necessary to use

the daughtercard in a NIOS system.

3. A C language library that provides a network-protocol stack. This library includes

support for raw Ethernet, Address Resolution Protocol (ARP), Internet Protocol

(IP), Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP), User Datagram Protocol (UDP),

and Transmission Control Protocol (YCP) and utility routines for controlling the

daughtercard hardware. See Figure E.l for the supported protocol hierarchy.
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HelloPfugs

• Support for the Following
Protocols:

- Raw Ethernet
- Address A!soIution

Protocol (ARP)
- Internet Protocol (IP)
- Internet Control Message

Protocol (ICMP)
- User Datagram Protocol

(UDP)
- Transnission Control

Protocol (TCP)
• Sirrilar Functionality to UNIX

"Sockets" C Routines
Pfugs Ul:xary

@2001

117

EXCALIBUR'

Fig. E.1. Protocols Supported in the PLUGS Library
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APPENDIXF

NIOS PROCESSOR ARCHITECTURE

The NIOS® embedded processor CPU instruction set architecture is optimized for

programmable logic and system-on-a-programmable-chip (SOPC) integration. The NIOS

CPU is a five-stage pipelined general-purpose RISC microprocessor that supports both 32

bit and 16-bit architectural variants. Both the 32-bit and 16-bit NIOS CPUs utilize a 16-bit

instruction format to reduce code footprint and instruction memory bandwidth. The

instruction set is optimized for compiled embedded applications.(6) This section describes

the NIOS CPU architecture, including:

• Instruction Set

• Register File

• Cache Memory

• Exception Handling

• Hardware Acceleration

The NIOS embedded processor implements the CPU with separate data and instruction

memory bus masters, generally known as a modified-Harvard memory architecture. The

SOPC Builder system development tool allows users to easily specify connections between

both AvalonTM masters and slaves in a system. These slaves may be memories or peripherals.

The NIOS instruction bus is a 16-bit wide, latency-aware Avalon master used to fetch

instructions from memory. The NIOS data bus is 32 or 16 bits wide for 32-bit and 16-bit

configurations of the NIOS CPU respectively.
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Instruction Set

The NIOS instruction set is tailored to support compiled C and c++ programs. It

includes a standard set of arithmetic and logical operations and instruction support for bit

operations, byte extraction, data movement, control flow modification, as well as a small set

of conditionally executed instructions, which can be useful in eliminating short conditional

branches. The instruction set contains rich addressing modes to reduce code size and

increase the processor performance.

Register File

The NIOS CPU architecture has a large general-purpose windowed register file,

several machine-control registers, a program counter, and the K register that is used for

instruction prefixing. The general-purpose registers are 32 bits wide in the 32-bit NIOS

CPU and 16 bits wide in the 16-bit NIOS CPU. The register file size is configurable and

contains a total of 128,256, or 512 registers. The software can access the registers exposed

in a 32-register-Iong sliding window that moves with a 16-register granularity. This sliding

window allows fast context switching, accelerating subroutine calls and returns.

Cache Memory

The configurable NIOS CPU can optionally contain an instruction and data cache.

In general, cache is used to improve CPU performance by providing a local memory system

that can respond quickly to CPU-generated bus transactions. The NIOS cache

implementation is a simple, direct-mapped, write-through architecture that is designed to

maximize performance and minimize device resource consumption.
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Exception Handling

The NIOS processor allows up to 64-vectored exceptions, which can be generated

from any of these three sources: external hardware interrupts, internal exceptions, or explicit

software trap instructions. The NIOS exception-processing model allows precise handling

of all internally generated exceptions. Users can optionally disable support for TRAP

instructions, hardware interrupts, and internal exceptions. This option reduces the size of

the NIOS system, and is intended for use only in systems where the processor is not running

complex software.

Hardware Acceleration

The NIOS instruction set can be configured to take advantage of hardware to increase

system performance. Specific cycle-intensive software operations can be offloaded to

hardware, increasing system performance significantly. This feature is provided through

instruction set modifications. The NIOS processor has two levels of instruction set

modifications:

• Custom Instructions

• Standard CPU Options
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APPENDIXG

VHDLCODE

This appendix includes all the VHDL code to implement the FPGA hardware for

the AXLITE. Please note that the files are scanned as images to make them readable.

Analyze.rLogic. vhd
JadS

libJ:aJ:Y ieee;
use ieee.std_logic_unsigned.all;
use ieee.std_logic_1164.all;
use ieee.std_logic_aJ:ith.all;

library Ipm;
USE lpm.lpm_components.all;

entity AnalyzerLogic is
port (

downto 0);
downto 0);

downto 0)

STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(7
STD_L 0 GIC_VECT OR (15
STD LOGIC;
STD LOGIC;
STD LOGIC;
STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(15

in
in

in
in
in

out

-- global signals
clk in STD LOGIC; --33 MHz
-- CP~l i/o
CPUAddrln
CPUDataln
T.Jrj
CS
Rdj

CPUDataOut
) ;

end entity AnalyzerLogic;
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architecture AnalyzerLogic of AnalyzerLogic is

-- Components --

component CPUlntrfc is
port (

downto 0);
downto 0);

downto 0);

downto 0);

downto 0);

--33 MHzSTD LOGIC;

STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(7
STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(15
STD LOGIC;
STD_LOGIC;
STD LOGIC;
STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(15

STD LOGIC;
STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(15
STD_LOGIC;
STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(l

in
in
in
in
in
out

out
out
out
out

signals
in

global
clk
-- cpu ilo
CPUAddrln
CPUDataln
loJrj
CS
Rdj
CPUDataOut
-- usel:: logic
ValidOut
DataOut
StartOut
EndOut

ResetOut
RunOut
LatchOut

out STD LOGIC;
out STD_LOGIC;
out STD LOGIC;

IPErrCntr
TBErrCntr
OOSCntr
LostCntr
TotalFrmCntr
TotalByteCntr
--TotalFrmRate
--TotalByteRate
Lchd5econdsCntr

in std_loqic_vector(15 do~nto 0);
in std_loqic_vector(15 do~nto 0);
in std_loqic_vector(15 do~nto 0);
in std_loqic_vector(15 do~nto 0);
in std_loqic_vector(31 do~nto 0);
in std_loqic_vector(31 do~nto 0);

in std logic vector{15 dOW?lto 0);
2n std logic vector{15 downto 0);
in std_loqic_vector(3l downto 0)

) ;

end component CPUIntrfc;

component IPChecksum is
port
(

DataIn:
SOFIn:
EOFIn:
ValidIn:
SYSCLK:

IPErrorOut:
TBErrorOutj:

in STD LOGIC VECTOR (15 do~nto [I) ;- -
in std_loqic;
in std_loqic_VECTOR (1 do~nto 0) ;

in std_loqic;
in std_loqic;

out STD_LOGIC;
out STD_LOGIC;

--~2stdtes into TB

---6states into TB
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Index: out STD LOGIC VECTOR (5 ' downto 0) ; ---6states into TB- -
TimeStamp: out STD LOGIC VECTOR (31 downto 0) ; ---6states into TB- -
SeqNum: out STD LOGIC VECTOR (31 downto 0) ; ---6states into TB- -
ParamsValid: out STD LOGIC ---6states into TB

) ;

end component IPChecksum;

component SeqChecker is
port
( SYSCLK

Reset
CRC16
Index
SeqNum
ParamsValid

in std_J.ogic;
in std_J.ogic;
in STD_LOGIC;
in STD LOGIC VECTOR- -
in STD LOGIC VECTOR- -
in STD_LOGIC;

(5 downto 0);
(31 downto 0);

--,v 6s tat es illto TB
---6states illto TB
---6states illto TB
---6states ilito TB (pulse)

IPErrorOut
TBErrorOutj

OOS
LOST
LOST CNT

in STD_LOGIC; --to delay 2 states
in STD_LOGIC; --to delay 2 states

out std_J.ogic;
out std_J.ogic;
out std_J.ogic_vector(31 downto 0);

ParamsValid out
IPError out
TBErrorj_out

out STD LOGIC; --delayed 2 states
out STD_LOGIC; --delayed 2 states
out STD LOGIC --delayed 2 states

) ;

end component SeqChecker;

component Timer is
port (

clk
reset

SecondCntr
) ;

end component Timer;

in STD LOGIC;
in STD LOGIC;

out STD LOGIC VECTOR (31 DONNTO 0)
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component Counters is
port
(

SYSCLK
Reset
Run
LatchCntrs

ParamsValid
IPError
TBErrorj
OOS
LOST CNT

SOF
EOF
Valid
SecondCntr

IPErrCntr
TBErrCntr
OOSCntr
LostCntr
TotalFrmCntr
TotalByteCntr

--To t al F.rmR a t e
--To t alByt eRa t e
LchdSecondsCntr

) ;
end component Counters;

-- Sigml1s --

signal CPU ValidOut
signal CPU DataOut
signal CPU StartOut
signal CPU EndOut
signal CPU ResetOut
signal CPU RunOut
signal CPU LatchOut

signal IPErrorOut
signal TBErrorOutj
signal Index
signal TimeStamp
signal 5eqNum
signal ParamsValid

signal OOS
signal LOST
signal LOST CNT

in std_J.ogic;
in std_J.ogic; --pulse
in std_J.ogic;
in std_J.ogic; --pulse

in STD_LOGIC;
in STD LOGIC;
in STD LOGIC;
in std_J.ogic;
in std_J.ogic_vector(31 downto 0) ;

in std_J.ogic;
in st~J.ogic_vector(l downto 0) ;

in st~J.ogic;

in std_J.ogic_vector(31 downto 0) ;

out std_J.ogic_vector(15 downto 0);
out std_J.ogic_vector(15 downto 0);
out std_J.ogic_vector(15 downto 0);
out std_J.ogic_vector(15 downto 0);
out std_J.ogic_vector(31 downto 0);
out std_J.ogic_vector(31 downto 0);

out std logic vecto.r(15 downto 0);
out std logic vecto.r(15 dOwt2to 0);
out std_J.ogic_vector(31 downto 0)

STD LOGIC:=' 0';
STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(15 downto 0) :=(others=>'O');
STD_LOGIC:=' 0';
STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(1 downto 0) :=(others=>'O');
STD LOGIC: = , 0' ;
STD LOGIC:='O';
STD LOGIC: =' 0' ;

STD LOGIC:='O';
STD LOGIC: =' 0' ;
STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (5 downto 0) :=(others=>'O');
STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0) :=(others=>'O');
STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0) :=(others=>'O');
STD LOGIC:='O';

STD LOGIC:='O';
STD LOGIC:='Ci';
STD LOGIC VECTOR (31 downto 0) :=(others=>'O');
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signal ParamsValid out
signal IPError out
signal TBErrorj_out

signal SecondCntr

signal IPErrCntr
signal TBErrCntr
signal OOSCntr
signal LostCntr
signal TotalFrmCntr
signal TotalByteCntr
signal TotalFrmRate
signal TotalByteRate
signal LchdSecondsCntr

)egin

-- Instantiation --

STD LOGIC: = , 0' ;
STD LOGIC: = , 0' ;

STD_LOGIC:='O';

STD LOGIC VECTOR (31 downto 0) :=(others=>'O');

std_logic_vector(15 downto 0) :=(others=>'O');
std_logic_vector(15 downto 0) :=(others=>'O');
std_logic_vector(15 downto 0) :=(others=>'O');
std_logic_vector(15 downto 0) :=(others=>'O');
std_logic_vector(31 downto 0) :=(others=>'O');
std_logic_vector(31 downto 0) :=(others=>'O');
std_logic_vector(15 downto 0) :=(others=>'O');
std_logic_vector(15 downto 0) :=(others=>'O');
std_logic_vector(31 downto 0) :=(others=>'O');

=> CPUAddrIn,
=> CPUDataIn,
=> lJrj,
=> CS,
=> Rdj,
=> CPUDataOut,
i/o
=> CPU_ValidOut,
=> CPU_DataOut,
=> CPU_StartOut,
=> CPU_EndOut,
=> CPU_ResetOut,
=> CPU_RunOut,
=> CPU_LatehOut,

CPUIntrfe_pi: CPUIntrfe
port map (

-- global signals
elk => elk,
-- cpu i/o
CPUAddrIn
CPUDataIn
lJrj
CS
Rdj
CPUDataOut
-- user logic
ValidOut
DataOut
StartOut
EndOut
ResetOut
RunOut
LatehOut

--33 MHz

IPErrCntr
TBErrCntr
OOSCntr
LostCntr
TotalFrmCntr
TotalByteCntr
--To t alF.t.'mR a te
--To t alByt eRa t e
LehdSeeondsCntr

) ;

=> IPErrCntr,
=> TBErrCntr,
=> OOSCntr,
=> LostCntr,
=> TotalFrmCntr,
=> TotalByteCntr,

=> TotalFrmRate f

=> TotalByteRate f

=> LehdSeeondsCntr
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IPCheeksum_pi: IPCheeksum
port map
(

DataIn
SOFIn
EOFIn
ValidIn
SYSCLK

=> CPU_DataOut,
=> CPU_StartOut,
=> CPU_EndOut,
=> CPU_Val idOut ,
=> elk, --33 l~Hz

IPErrorOut => IPErrorOut, --~'2s tat es into TB
TBErrorOutj => TBErrorOutj,---6states into TB

Index => Index, ---6s tates into TB
TimeStamp => TimeStamp, --~'6s tates into TB
SeqNum => SeqNum, ---6s tates into TB
ParamsValid => ParamsValid --~'6s tat es into TB

) ;

SeqCheekerSeqCheeker_pi:
port map
( SYSCLK

Reset
CRC16
Index
SeqNum
ParamsValid

=>
=>
=>
=>
=>
=>

elk, --33 MHz
CPU_ResetOut,
TBEt"t"orOutj,
Index,
SeqNum,
Pat"amsVal id,

IPErrorOut
TBErrot"Outj

OOS
LOST
LOST CNT

=> IPEt"t"ot"Out,
=> TBEt"t"ot"Outj,

=> OOS,
=> LOST,
=> LOST_CNT,

Pat"amsValid
IPEt"t"ot" out
TBEt"t"ot"j_out

out =>
=>
=>

Pat"amsValid_out,
IPEt"rot"_out,
TBEt"t"ot"j_out

) ;

Timet"_pi: Timet"
port map (

elk
t"eset

SeeondCntt"
) ;

=> elk, --33 MHz
=> CPU_ResetOut,

=> SeeondCntr
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IPErrCntr =>
TBErrCntr =>
OOSCntr =>
LostCntr =>
TotalFrmCntr =>
TotalByteCntr =>
--Tot alF.rmRa te
--To t alByt eRa t e
LehdSeeondsCntr

Counters pi: Counters
port map
(

SYSCLK
Reset
Run
LatehCntrs

ParamsValid
IPError
TBErrorj
005
LOST CNT

SOF
EOF
Valid
SeeondCntr

=> elk, --33 MHz
=> CPU_ResetOut,
=> CPU_RunOut,
=> CPU_LatehOut,

=> ParamsValid_out,
=> IPError_out,
=> TBErrorj_out,
=> 005,
=> LOST_ CNT,

=> CPU_StartOut,
=> CPU_EndOut,
=> CPU_ValidOut,
=> SeeondCntr,

IPErrCntr,
TBErrCntr,
OOSCntr,
LostCntr,
TotalFrmCntr,
TotalByteCntr,

=> TotalF.rmRate,
=> TotalByteRate,
=> LehdSeeondsCntr

) ;

:nd AnalyzerLogie;

VHDL CODE FOR ANALYZER LOGIC
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CPUIn t.rfc. vhd
JadS

-- 1 setup and 4 wait, 6 cycles fo.r .read o.r w.rite
--notes: .run is edge detected to c.reate a .reset just w.rite 1 to .run

library ieee;
use ieee.std_logic_unsigned.all;
use ieee.std_logic_1164.all;
use ieee.std_logic_arith.all;

=ntity CPUlntrfc is
port (

signals
in

-- global
clk
-- cpu ilo
CPUAddrln
CPUDataln
ljJrj
CS
Rdj
CPUDataOut

in
in
in
in
in
out

STD LOGIC; --33 MHz

STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(7
STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(15
STD LOGIC;
STD LOGIC;
STD LOGIC;
STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(15

downto 0);
downto 0);

downto 0);

-- use.r logic ilo
ValidOut out STD LOGIC;
DataOut out STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(15 downto 0) ;

StartOut out STD LOGIC;
EndOut out STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(l downto 0) ;

ResetOut out STD LOGIC;
RunOut out STD LOGIC;
LatchOut out STD LOGIC;

IPErrCntr
TBErrCntr
OOSCntr
LostCntr
TotalFrmCntr
TotalByteCntr
--To t alF.r.rrlRa t e
--To t .:llByt eRa. t e
LchdSecondsCntr

) ;

~nd entity CPUlntrfc;

in std_~ogic_vector(15 downto 0);
in std_~ogic_vector(15 downto 0);
in std_~ogic_vector(15 downto 0);
in std_~ogic_vector(15 downto 0);
in std_~ogic_vector(31 downto 0);
in std_~ogic_vector(31 downto 0);

in std logic vecto.r(15 do~~to 0);
~n std logic vecto.r(15 downto 0):
in std_~ogic_vector(31 downto 0)

architecture CPUlntrfc
--InputRegRising
signal CPUAddrln_q
signal CPUDataln_q
signal Wrj_q
signal CS_q
signal Rdj_q

of CPUlntrfc is

STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(7
STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(15
STD LOGIC:='I]';
STD LOGIC:='I]';
STD LOGIC:='I]';
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--ReddW~iteEnP~oc

signal tJr_ql
signal Rd_ql
signal Rd_q2
signal tJrLatch_ql
signal RdLatch_ql
--~~7~i t eP~oc
signal RegO_q
signal Regl_q
signal Reg2_q
signal Reg3_q
signal tJriteContReg_q
signal tJriteDataReg_q
--O~~tP~oc

signal Run_q
signal Run_q2
signal Reset_q
signal Latch_q
signal Latch_q2
signal Latch_edge
signal StartOut_q
signal EndOut_q
signal EndOut_int
signal ValidOut int

STD LOGIC:='O';
STD LOGIC:='O';
STD LOGIC:='O';
STD LOGIC:='O';
STD LOGIC:='O';

std_logic_vector(15 downto 0) :=(others=>'O');
std_logic_vector(15 downto 0) :=(others=>'O');
std_logic_vector(15 downto 0) :=(others=>'O');
std_logic_vector(15 downto 0) :=(others=>'O');
std_logic:='O';
std_logic: =' 0' ;

std_logic: =' 0' ;
std_logic:=' 0';
std_logic:=' 0';
std_logic:='O';
std_logic:=' 0';
std_logic:='O';
std_logic:=' 0';
STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(l downto 0) :=(others=>'O');
STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(l downto 0) :=(others=>'O');
std_logic:='O';

InputRegRising: process (elk)
begin

if clk'event and clk='l' then --note ~ising edge
CPUAddrln_q <= CPUAddrln;
CPUDataln_q <= CPUDataln;
tJrj_q <= tJrj;
CS_q <= CS;
Rdj_q <= Rdj;

end if;
end process;
ReadtJriteEnProc: process (clk,tJrLatch_ql,RdLateh_ql,Rd_ql)
begin

if clk'event and elk='l' then
if C5='l' and tJrj='O' and tJrLatch_ql '1' then

tJr_ql <= '1';
else

tJr_ ql <= I 0' ;
end if;
if (C5='l' and tJrj='l') then

tJrLatch_ql <= '1';
else

tJrLateh_ql <= '0';
end if;
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'1' thenif C5='l' and Rdj='O' and RdLatch_ql
Rd_ql <= '1';

else
Rd_ql <= '0';

end if;
if (C5='l' and Rdj=' l' ) then

RdLatch_ql <= '1';
else

RdLatch_ql <= '0';
end if;
Rd,-q2 <= Rd_ql;

end if;
end process;
--the cpu will use the following algorithm to transfer the data

send sof; left = size of fr~~e;

if (left >- 2)

send 2 bytes; left = left - 2;
else if (left = 2)

send EOF = 01; send 2 bytes; left 0;
else if (left = 1)

send EOF = 10; send 1 byte and pad; left 0;
WriteProc:process(clk)
begin

if clk'event and clk='l' then
WriteContReg_q <= '0';
WriteDataReg_q <= '0';
if Wr_ql ='1' then

case CPUAddrln_q (7 downto 0) is
when x"OO" => RegO_q <= CPUDataln_q; --latches, run, misc
when x"Ol" => Regl_q <= CPUDataln_q; --control reg

WriteContReg_q <= '1';
when x"02" => Reg2_q <= CPUDataln_q; --data reg

WriteDataReg_q <= '1';
when x"03" => Reg3_q <= CPUDataln_q;
when others =>

end case;
end if;

end if;
end process;

OutProc:proeess(elk)
begin

if elk'event and elk='l' then
Run_q <= RegO_q(O);
Latch_q <= RegO_q(l);
ValidOut int <= '0';
if WriteContReg_q = '1' then

StartOut_q <= Regl_q(O);
EndOut_q(O) <= Regl_q(l);
EndOut_q(l) <= Regl_q(2);

elsif WriteDataReg_q = '1' then
ValidOut_int <= Run_q; --if dnd is not running then invdliddte dll
--the dbove should work becuse the cpu ~~ll write to re~~ and update
--and by the time it is ready to write d new frame run q equals to z
DataOut <= Reg2_q;
StartOut <= StartOut_q;
EndOut_int(O) <= EndOut_q(O);
EndOut_int(l) <= EndOut_q(l);
StartOut_q <= '0';
EndOut_q <= "00";
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<= x"OOOO";
<= '0';
<= '0';
<= '0';

else
DataOut
StartOut
EndOut_int(O)
EndOut_int(l)

end if;
end if;

end process;
ResetProc: process (elk)
begin

if clk'event and clk='l' then
Run_q2 <= Run_q;
if Run_q = '1' and Run_q2

Reset_q <= '1';
else

Reset_q <= '0';
end if;

'0' then

end if;
end process;
LatchProc: process (elk)
begin

if clk'event and clk='l' then
Latch_q2 <= Latch_q;
if Latch_q = '1' and Latch_q2

Latch_edge <= '1';
else

Latch_edge <= '0';
end if;

end if;
end process;
--Alia.s
RunOut <= Run_q;
ResetOut <= Reset_q;
LatchOut <= Latch_edge;
EndOut <= EndOut int;
ValidOut <= ValidOut int;
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ReadProc:process(clk,Rd_q2,CPUAddrln_q)
begin

if clk'event and clk='l' then
if Rd_q2 ='1' then

case CPUAddrln_q(7 downto 0) is
when x"OO" => CPUDataOut <= RegO_q; --resets, latches, run, mi.
when x"01" => CPUDataOut <= Regl_q; --control reg

when x"02" => CPUDataOut <= Reg2_q; --data reg
when x"03" => CPUDataOut <= Reg3_q;
when x"04" => CPUDataOut <= IPErrCntr;--4
when x"05" => CPUDataOut <= TBErrCntr;--5
when x"06" => CPUDataOut <= OOSCntr; --6
when x"07" => CPUDataOut <= LostCntr; --7
when x"08" => CPUDataOut <= TotalFrmCntr(15 downto 0);--8
when x"09" => CPUDataOut <= TotalFrmCntr(31 downto 16) ;--9
when x"Oa" => CPUDataOut <= TotalByteCntr(15 downto 0);--10
when x"Ob" => CPUDataOut <= TotalByteCntr(31 downto 16);--11
--when x"Oc" => CPUDataOut <= TotalFrmRate/--12
--,,'hen x"Od" => CPUDataOut <= TotalByteRate/--13
when x"Oe" => CPUDataOut <= LchdSecondsCntr(15 downto 0);--14
when x"O:f." => CPUDataOut <= LchdSecondsCntr(31 downto 16);--15
when others =>

end case;
end if;

end if;
end process;

~nd CPUlntrfc;

run, ~dtch ~hen needed and preserve run
Ji,:o-x.i t e frame
.read coun ts

-- memory maps -~

-- addr mode bi t descr.ipt.ion

OxOOOO

Ox0001

OX0002
Ox0003

OX0004
Ox0005
Ox0006
Ox0007
OX0008
OX0009
OXOOOa
OXOOOb
OXOOOc
OxOOOd
OxOOOe
OXOOOr

r/w 0 run
.l:/w 1 latch
~/w 0 start
.l:/w 1 end (0)
r/w 2 end(l)
r/w 15:0 data
r/w 15: 0 120t used

counters -----------------------
r 15:0 IPErrCntr
r 15:0 TBErrCntr
r 15:0 OOSCntr
r 15:0 LostCntr
r 15:0 TotalFrmCntr(15:0)
r 15:0 TotalFrmCntr(31:16)
r 15:0 TotalByteCntr(15:0)
r 15:0 TotalByteCntr(31:16)
r 15:0 TotalFrmRate
r 15:0 TotalByteRate
r 15:0 LchdSecondsCntr(15:0)
r 15:0 LchdSecondsCntr(31:16)

VHDL CODE FOR CPU INTERFACE
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Timex. vnd
,JddS

ibrary ieee;
ieee. std_logic_unsigned. all;
ieee.std_logic_1164.all;
ieee.std_logic_arith.all;

ity Timer is
port

clk
reset

SecondCntr
) ;

entity Timer;

Timer of Timer is

architecture Timer of Timer is

in STD LOGIC;
in STD LOGIC;

out STD LOGIC VECTOR (31 DOWNTO 0)

signal OneMSincr STD_LOGIC:='O';
signal OneMScounter STD LOGIC VECTOR (15 downto 0) := (others => ' [)' ) ;- -
signal CorrCntr STD LOGIC VECTOR ( 1 downto 0) := (others => ' 0' ) ;- -
signal Corrlncr STD_LOGIC:='O';
signal MSecondCntr STD LOGIC VECTOR (9 downto 0) (others => ' 0' ) ;- -
signal OneSeclncr STD_LOGIC:='O';
signal SecondCntr int STD LOGIC VECTOR (19 downto 0) "= (others => ' 0' ) ;

begin

ClockCntrProc: process (clk)
begin

--elk is 33.33333 MHz = 30 ns
--clk x 33,333 999 990 ns I with correction 1 ~
if clk'event and clk='l' then

OneMSincr <= '0';
if reset = '1' then

OneMScounter <= x"OOOO"; --16-bit (33,333)K30ns - 1 ~
elsif OneMScounter = x"8234" then --33,332

OneMSincr <= '1';
OneMScounter <= x"OOOO";

elsif Corrlncr = '1' and OneMScounter > 0 then
OneMScounter <= OneMScounter + 0;

else
OneMScounter <= OneMScounter + 1;

end if;
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--eve~y 3 ms add 30 ns to co~~ect e~~o~

CorrIncr <= '0';
if reset = '1' then

CorrCntr <= "00";
elsif CorrCntr = "10" and OneMSincr '1' then --2

CorrCntr <= "00";
CorrIncr <= '1';

elsif OneMSincr = '1' then
CorrCntr <= CorrCntr +1;

end if;
OneSecIncr <= '0';
if reset = '1' then

MSecondCntr <= "0000000000";
elsif MSecondCntr = 999 and OneMSincr ='1' then

MSecondCntr <= "0000000000";
OneSecIncr <= '1';

elsif OneMSincr ='1' then
MSecondCntr <= MSecondCntr + 1;

end if;
--1,048,576 second counte~ = 12.136 days
if reset = '1' then

SecondCntr int <= (others=>'O');
elsif OneSecIncr ='1' then

SecondCntr int <= SecondCntr int + 1;
end if;

end if;
end process;
--d1.i dS 01..1 tpu t
SecondCntr <= x"OOO"&SecondCntr int;

:!nd Timer;

VHDL CODE FOR TIMER BLOCK

Library IEEE;
use ieee.std_logic_1164.all;

entity CRC16_16bit is
port(

SYSCLK
FRAME
TBOffset
TBOffset pls?
TBOffset_pls8
ShortCntr
ShortCntrValid
--output
CRC

) ;

end CRC16 16bit;

in std_logic;
in std_logic_vector(15
in std_logic_vector(5
in std_logic_vector(5
in std_logic_vector(5
in std_logic_vector(5
in std_logic;
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architecture CRC16 16bit of CRC16 16bit is

signal Seed Select std 1ogic_vector(15 downto 0) ;

signal CRC16 16bit Seed std_1ogic_vector(15 downto 0) ;

signal CRC In std_1ogic_vector(15 downto 0) ;-
signal CRC Out std_1ogic_vector(15 downto 0) ;

signal CRC Hold d std_1ogic_vector(15 downto 0) ;-
signal CRC Hold std_1ogic_vector(15 downto 0) ;

signal CRC Check d std_1ogic_vector(15 downto 0) ;-
signal CRC Check std_1ogic_vector(15 downto 0) ;-
signal CRC Detect std_1ogic_vector(15 downto 0) ;

signal CRC d std_1ogic;

process (ShortCntr, TBOffset, CRC16_16bit_Seed)
begin

if ShortCntr = TBOffset then
Seed Select <= xNFFlF";

else
Seed Select <= CRC16 16bit Seed;

end if;
end process;

process (Frame, Seed_Select)
begin

CRC In <= Frame XOR Seed Select;
end process;
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'1') then

process (CRC_In)
begin

--big indianl c~c16 16-bit bus
CRC_Out(O) <= CRC_In(O) xor CRC In(4) xor
CRC_Out(l) <= CRC_In(l) xor CRC_In(5) xor
CRC_Out(2) <= CRC_In(2) xor CRC_In(6) xor
CRC_Out(3) <= CRC_In(3) xor CRC_In(7) xor
CRC_Out(4) <= CRC_In(4) xor CRC_In(8) xor
CRC_Out(S) <= CRC_In(O) xor CRC_In(4) xor
CRC_Out(6) <= CRC_In(l) xor CRC_In(S) xor
CRC_Out(7) <= CRC_In(2) xor CRC_In(6) xor
CRC_Out(8) <= CRC_In(3) xor CRC_In(7) xor
CRC_Out(9) <= CRC_In(4) xor CRC_In(8) xor
CRC_Out(lO) <= CRC_In(5) xor CRC_In(9) xor
CRC_Out(ll) <= CRC_In(6) xor CRC_In(lO) xor ...
CRC_Out(12) <= CRC_In(O) xor CRC_In(4) xor
CRC_Out(13) <= CRC_In(l) xor CRC_In(5) xor
CRC_Out(14) <= CRC_In(2) xor CRC_In(6) xor
CRC_Out(lS) <= CRC_In(3) xor CRC_In(7) xor

end process;

process (SYSCLK,CRC_Out,ShortCntrValid)
begin

if (SYSCLK'EVENT and SYSCLK='l')then
if ShortCntrValid = '1' then

CRC16 i6bit SEED <= CRC Out;
end if;

end if;
end process;

process(SYSCLK,ShortCntr,TBOffset_pls7 ,CRC16_16bit_Seed, CRC_Hold,CRC_Hold_d,
ShortCntrValid)
begin

if(SYSCLK'EVENT and SYSCLK=' l')then
CRC Hold <= CRC_Hold_d;

end if;
if (ShortCntr TBOffset_pls7) and (ShortCntrValid

CRC Hold d <= CRC16 16bit Seed;
else

CRC Hold d <= CRC_Hold;
end if;

end process;
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-- Capture CRC16 16bit from Frame and Compare to Calculated CRC16 16bit. --

process (SYSCLK,FRAME, CRC_Check_d, CRC_Check, ShortCntrValid)
begin

if (SYSCLK'EVENT and SYSCLK='l')then
CRC_Check <= CRC_Check_d;

end if;
if (ShortCntrValid = '1') then

CRC Check d <= FRAME;
else

CRC Check d <= CRC_Check;
end if;

end process;

process (CRC_Check, CRC_Hold)
begin

CRC Detect <= CRC Check xor CRC Hold;
end process;

process (SYSCLK, ShortCntr, TBOffset_pls8, CRC_Detect, CRC_d, ShortCntrValid)
begin

if (SYSCLK'EVENT and SYSCLK='l')then
if (ShortCntrValid = '1') then

CRC <= CRC_d;
end if;

end if;
if(ShortCntr = TBOffset_pls8) and (CRC_Detect x"OOOO") then

CRC d <= '1';
else

CRC d <= '0';
end if;

end process;

~nd architecture CRC16 16bit;

VHDL CODE FOR THE CRC-16 BLOCK
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File: IPChecksum.vhd
By: JddS
Desc: cdlculdtes IPchecksum dnd CRC16 dnd reports errors.
notes: includes enCdp (18 bytes= 14+4) dnd supports vdridble lenght ipv4 hedder

********************************************************************************

library IEEE;
use IEEE.std_logic_1164.all;
use IEEE.std_logic_unsigned.all;

entity IPChecksum is
port
(

DataIn:
SOFIn:
EOFIn:
ValidIn:
SYSCLK:

in STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (15 downto 0);
in std_logic;
in std_logic_VECTOR (1 downto 0);
in std_logic;
in std_logic;

IPErrorOut: out STD_LOGIC; --0'2stdtes into TB
TBErrorOutj: out STD LOGIC; --0'6stdtes into TB

Index: out STD LOGIC VECTOR (5 downto 0) ; ---6stdtes into TB- -
TimeStamp: out STD LOGIC VECTOR (31 downto 0) ; -_0,6s t d t es into TB- -
SeqNum: out STD LOGIC VECTOR (31 downto 0) ; --0'6s tdtes i12to TB- -
ParamsValid: out STD LOGIC --0'6stdtes into TB

) ;

end IPChecksum;
IPChecksum o:f IPChecksum is

-- compone12 ts --

component CRC16_16bit is
port(

SYSCLK
FRAME
TBOf:fset
TBOf:fset pIs?
TBOf:fset_pls8
ShortCntr
ShortCntrValid
--output
CRC

in std_loqic;
in std_loqic_vector(15
in std_loqic_vector(5
in std_loqic_vector(5
in std_loqic_vector(5
in std_loqic_vector(5
in std_loqic;

downto 0);
downto 0);

downto 0);
downto 0);

downto 0);

) ;

end component CRC16 16bit;
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-- sig22dls --

--IP Cneckswr.
signal ShortCntr ql
signal CntrValid_ql
signal DataIn_ql
signal TBOffset_q2
signal TBOffsetPlsl_q2
signal ShortCntr_q2
signal CntrValid_q2
signal DataIn_q2
signal CheckSum_q3
signal ShortCntr_q3
signal CntrValid_q3
signal TBOffset_q3
signal CheckSum_q4
signal CheckSum_q5
signal CheckSum_q6
signal TBstart_q4
signal TBstart_q5
signal TBstart_q6

STD LOGIC VECTOR (5 downto 0) := (others => ' 0' ) ;- -
STD_LOGIC:='O';
STD LOGIC VECTOR (15 downto 0) := (others => '0' ) ;- -
STD LOGIC VECTOR (5 downto 0) := (others => '0' ) ;- -
STD LOGIC VECTOR (5 downto 0) := (others => ' 0' ) ;- -
STD LOGIC VECTOR (5 downto 0) := (others => ' 0' ) ;- -
STD_LOGIC:='O';
STD LOGIC VECTOR (15 downto 0) := (others => '0' ) ;- -
STD LOGIC VECTOR (31 downto 0) := (others => ' 0' ) ;- -
STD LOGIC VECTOR (5 downto 0) := (others => ' 0' ) ;- -
STD LOGIC:='O';
STD LOGIC VECTOR (5 downto 0) := (others => '0' ) ;- -
STD LOGIC VECTOR (16 downto 0) := (others => '0' ) ;- -
STD LOGIC VECTOR (16 downto 0) := (others => '0' ) ;- -
STD LOGIC VECTOR (15 downto 0) := (others => ' 0' ) ;- -
STD_LOGIC:='O';
STD LOGIC:='O';
STD_LOGIC:='O';

--CRC16
signal CRC In
signal CRC Out
signal TBOffsetPls7 q3
signal TBOffsetPls8_q3
signal DataIn_q3
signal CRC DONE
signal CRC COMP
signal CRC Latch

std_logic_vector(15
std_logic_vector(15
st~logic_vector(5

std_logic_vector(5
STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(15
STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(15
STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(15
STD LOGIC: = , 0' ;

downto 0) :=(others=>'O');
downto 0) :=(others=>'O');
downto 0) :=(others=>'O');
downto 0) :=(others=>'O');
downto 0) :=(others=>'O');
downto 0) :=(others=>'O');
downto 0) :=(others=>'O');

--Grab PdrdItiS

signal Index_q3
signal TimeStamp_q3
signal SeqNum_q3
signal ParamsValid_q~

signal ParamsValid_q5

-- processes --

STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (5 downto 0);
STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0);
STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 downto 0);
STD LOGIC:='O';
STD LOGIC:='O';

ShortCntrProcess:process(SYSCLK)
begin

if SYSCLK'event and SYSCLK = '1' then
DataIn_ql <= DataIn;
if SOFIn = '1' and ValidIn = '1' then

ShortCntr_ql <= (others => '0');
CntrValid_ql <= '1';

elsif ShortCntr_ql < 63 and ValidIn = '1' then
ShortCntr_ql <= ShortCntr_ql + '1';
CntrValid_ql <=' 1';

else
CntrValid_ql <= '0';

end if;
end if;

end process ShortCntrProcess;
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TCPOffsetProc: process (SYSCLK)
begin

if SYSCLK'event and SYSCLK = '1' then
Dataln_q2 <= Dataln_q1;
ShortCntr_q2 <= ShortCntr_q1;
CntrValid_q2 <= CntrValid_q1;
if ShortCntr_q1 = 0 and CntrValid_q1 ='1' then

TBOffset_q2 <= (others=>'O');
TBOffsetPls1_q2 <= (others=>'O');

elsif ShortCntr_q1 = 7 and CntrValid_q1 =' l' then
TBOffset_q2 <= ('O'&Dataln_q1(11 downto 8)&'0' )+7; --in short
TBOffsetPls1_q2 <= ('O'&Dataln_q1(11 downto 8)&'0')+8; --in short

end if;
end if;

end process TCPOffsetProc;
?CheckSumProc: process (SYSCLK)
~gin

if SYSCLK'event and SYSCLK = '1' then
ShortCntr_q3 <= ShortCntr_q2;
CntrValid_q3 <= CntrValid_q2;
TBOffset_q3 <= TBOffset_q2;
if ShortCntr_q2 = "000000" and CntrValid_q2 = '1' then

CheckSum_ q3 <= x "00000000";
elsif (ShortCntr_q2 > 6 and ShortCntr_q2 < TBOffset_q2) and (CntrValid_q2 '1') the

CheckSum_q3 <= CheckSum_q3 + Dataln_q2;
end if;
TBstart_q~ <= '0';
if (ShortCntr_q3 = TBOffset_q3) and CntrValid_q3 = '1' and TBOffset_q3 > 0 then

CheckSum_q~ <= ('O'&CheckSum_q3(31 downto 16)) + ('0'&CheckSum_q3(15 downto 0));
TBstart_q~ <= '1';

end if;
CheckSum_q5 <= (x"OOOO"&CheckSum_q~ (16)) + (' 0' &CheckSum q~ (15 downto 0));
TBstart_q5 <= TBstart_q~;

CheckSum_q6 <= (x"000"&"000"&CheckSum_q5 (16)) + (CheckSum_q5 (15 downto 0));
TBstart_q6 <= TBstart_q5;
if TBstart_q6 = '1' then

if CheckSum_q6 = x"FFFF" then
IPErrorOut <= '0'; --this is q7

else
IPErrorOut <= '1';

end if;
end if;

end if;
~d process IPCheckSumProc;

SYSCLK = '1' then
<= TBOffset_q2+7;
<= TBOffset_q2+8;

SYSCLK'event and
TBOffsetPls7_q3
TBOffsetPls8_q3

TBOffsetProc: process (SYSCLK)
begin

if

end if;
end process;
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-- CRC 16 over first 14-bytes of TB --

CRC16_16bit_pi: CRC16 16bit
port map (

SYSCLK => SYSCLK,
FRAME => Dataln_q2,
TBOffset => TBOffset_q2,
TBOffset pIs? => TBOffsetPIs? q3,
TBOffset_pls8 => TBOffsetPIs8_q3,
ShortCntr => ShortCntr_q2,
ShortCntrValid => CntrVaIid_q2,
--output
CRC => TBErrorOutj

) ;

-- Grdb Index, Time Stamp, dnd Seq Hum from TB --

then

then, l'

'1' then

= (TBOffset_q2+5)) and CntrVaIid_q2
downto 0) <= DataIn_q2(15 downto 8);
downto 8) <= DataIn_q2(7 downto 0);

= (TBOffset_q2+6)) and CntrValid_q2 = '1'
downto 16) <= DataIn_q2(15 downto 8);

downto 24) <= DataIn_q2(7 downto 0);

SYSCLK'event and SYSCLK = '1' then
if (ShortCntr_q2 = (TBOffset_q2+1)) and CntrValid_q2

Index_q3 <= Dataln_q2(S downto 0);
end if;
if (ShortCntr_q2 = (TBOffset_q2+3)) and CntrVaIid_q2 = '1' then

TimeStamp_q3(7 downto 0) <= DataIn q2(15 downto 8);
TimeStamp_q3(15 downto 8) <= DataIn_q2(7 downto 0);

end if;
if (ShortCntr_q2 = (TBOffset_q2+4)) and CntrVaIid_q2 = '1' then

TimeStamp_q3(23 downto 16) <= DataIn_q2(15 downto 8);
TimeStamp_q3(31 downto 24) <= Dataln_q2(7 downto 0);

end if;
if (ShortCntr_q2

SeqNum_q3 (7

SeqNum_q3(15
end if;
if (ShortCntr_q2

SeqNum_q3(23
SeqNum_q3(31

end if;

GrabParamsProc: process (SYSCLK)
begin

if

ParamsValid_q4;
=' l' then

<= Index_q3;
<= TimeStamp_q3;
<= SeqNum_q3;

--lineup with crc16
ParamsValid_q4 <= '0';
if (ShortCntr_q3 = (TBOffset_q2+8)) and CntrValid_q3

ParamsValid_q4 <= '1';
end if;
ParamsValid <=
if ParamsValid_q4

Index
TimeStamp
SeqNum

end if;

'1' then

end if;
end process;

~nd IPChecksum;

VHDL CODE FOR THE IP CHECKSUM BLOCK
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LIBRARY ieee;
USE ieee.std_logic_1164.all;

LIBRARY lpm;
USE lpm.lpm_components.all;

(31 D01'JNTO [I);

(5 D01'JNTO [I);

(5 D01'JNTO 0);

ENTITY dpram64x32 IS
PORT
(

data
wraddress
rdaddress
wren
rden
clock
q

IN STD LOGIC VECTOR- -
IN STD LOGIC VECTOR- -
IN STD LOGIC VECTOR- -
IN STD LOGIC;
IN STD LOGIC;
IN STD LOGIC;
OUT STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(31 D01'JNTO [I)

) ;

END dpram64x32;
ARCHITECTURE dpram64x32 OF dpram64x32 IS
ARCHITECTURE dpram64x32 OF dpram64x32 IS
attribute syn_black_box : boo1ean;
component br64x32 IS

PORT
(

(31 D01'JNTO 0);
(5 D01'JNTO 0);
(5 D01'JNTO [I);

data IN STD LOGIC VECTOR- -
wraddress IN STD LOGIC VECTOR- -
rdaddress IN STD LOGIC VECTOR- -
wren IN STD LOGIC;
rden IN STD LOGIC;
clock IN STD LOGIC ;-
enable IN STD LOGIC ;-
q OUT STD LOGIC VECTOR

) ;

(31 D01'JNTO [I)

END component br64x32;
attribute syn_black box of br64x32: component is true;
'begin

br64x32 pi: br64x32
PORT map
(

data => data,
wraddress => wraddress,
rdaddress => rdaddress,
wren => wren,
rden => rden,
clock => clock,
enable => ! 1 1 ,r

q => q
) ;

end dpram64x32;

64X32 DPRAM BLOCK
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File:
By:

Desc:
notes:

SeqChecke.r. vhd
JadS
Checks if f.rame is out of sequence.
suppo.rt only window of size 1
c.rc16=1 means good c.rc
dete.rmines what type of event occu.red on the f.r.~e:

Out of Sequence (below, duplicate)
Misinse.rted (not suppo.rted)
Lost (above,nUffibe.r .lost= newseq - .last)

*~******************************************************************************

--algo.rith~: if c.rc=O(bad) keep eve.rything the s&~e

condi tiOll event action

if lowe.r o.r equal oos don't updat e
if equal to +1 ok update if no c.rc e.r.rOL:
if g.reateL: than +1 lost update if no c.rc e.r.rOL: #lost=new - old
need to take caL:e of initia.l condition if gaL:bage is .read out of fifo

library IEEE;
use IEEE.std_logic_116~.all;

use IEEE.std_logic_unsigned.all;

ibrary Ipm;
Ipm.lpm_components.all;

SeqChecker is
port
( SYSCLK

Reset
CRC16
Index
SeqNum
ParamsValid

IPErrorOut
TBErrorOutj

OOS
LOST
LOST CNT

in std_logic;
in std_logic;
in STD_LOGIC; ---6states into TB
in STD LOGIC VECTOR (5 downto 0) ; ---6states into TB- -
in STD LOGIC VECTOR (31 downto 0) ; ---6states into TB- -
in STD_LOGIC; ---6states into TB

in STD_LOGIC; --to de.lay 2 states
in STD_LOGIC; --to de.lay 2 states

out std_logic;
out std_logic;
out std_logic_vector(31 downto D);

(pu.lse)

ParamsValid out
IPError out
TBErrorj_out

) ;

SeqChecker;

out STD_LOGIC;
out STD_LOGIC;
out STD LOGIC

--deldyed 2 states
--de.layed 2 states
--delayed 2 states

SeqChecker of SeqChecker is

-- COlnp012e12 ts --

component dpram64x32 is
port
(

(31 DOtJNTO 0);
(5 DOljJNTO 0)

(5 DOtJNTO 0)

data
wraddress
rdaddress
wren
rden
clock
q

IN STD LOGIC VECTOR- -
IN STD LOGIC VECTOR- -
IN STD LOGIC VECTOR- -
HJ STD LOGIC;
IN STD LOGIC;
HJ STD LOGIC;
OUT STD LOGIC_VECTOR(31 DOtJNTO 0)

) ;

end component dpram64x32;
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-------------
-- Signd.lS --
-------------
signal init dprarn_q STD_LOGIC:='O';-
signal InitCntr q STD LOGIC VECTOR (5 downto 0) := (others => '0' ) ;-
signal ramdatain STD LOGIC VECTOR (31 downto 0) := (others => '0' ) ;- -
signal ramdataout STD LOGIC VECTOR (31 downto 0) := (others => i 0' ) ;- -
signal wraddr STD LOGIC VECTOR (5 downto 0) := (others => '0' ) ;- -
signal rdaddr STD LOGIC VECTOR (5 downto 0) := (others => '0 ') ;- -
signal wren STD_LOGIC:='O';
signal rden STD LOGIC: =' 0' ;

signal readonce STD_LOGIC:='O';

signal Seq Prev_ql STD LOGIC VECTOR (31 downto 0) := (others => '0' ) ;- -
signal Seq_New_dl STD LOGIC VECTOR (31 downto 0) := (others => '0' ) ;- -
signal Index dl STD LOGIC VECTOR (5 downto 0) := (others => '0' ) ;- - -
signal ParamsValid dl STD_LOGIC:='O';
signal CRC16 dl STD_LOGIC:='O';
signal Seq_New_ql STD LOGIC VECTOR (31 downto 0) := (others => '0' ) ;- -
signal Index ql STD LOGIC VECTOR (5 downto 0) := (others => '0' ) ;- -
signal ParamsValid ql STD LOGIC: =' 0' ;-
signal CRC16- ql STD_LOGIC:='O';

signal Seq New_q2
signal Index_q2
signal Update_q2

signal IPErrorOut dl
signal TBErrorOutj_dl
signal IPErrorOut_ql
signal TBErrorOutj_ql

begin

-- instantiation --

dprarn64x32_pi: dpram64x32
port map
(

STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31
STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (5
STD_LOGIC:='D';

STD_LOGIC:='O';
STD_LOGIC:='D';
STD_LOGIC:='O';
STD_LOGIC:='O';

downto 0):= (others => '0');
downto 0):= (others => '0');

data
wraddress
rdaddress
wren
rden
clock
q

) ;

-- p.rocesses --

=> ramdatain,
=> wraddr,
=> rdaddr,
=> wren,
=> rden,
=> SYSCLK,
=> ramdataout

-- initidlize tbe dp.ram on std.rtup --

Init Dpram Proe: proeess(SYSCLK,~nit dpram_q,InitCntr_q,Index_q2,Seq_New_q2,Update_q2)
begin

if SYSCLK'event and SYSCLK = '1' then
readonee <= '0';
if reset = '1' then

init_dpram_q <= '1';
InitCntr_q <= "000000";

elsif InitCntr_q = 63 then
init_dpram_q <= '0';
reactance <= I 1 1

;

end if;
if init_dpram_q '1' then

InitCntr_q <= InitCntr_q + 1;
end if;
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--mUK between initia~ization data and add~ess and otne~ data and addxess

<= Index_q2;
<= Seq_New_q2;
<= Update_q2;

if lnlt_dpram_q = '1' then
wraddr <= InitCntr_q;
ramdatain <= x"OOOOOOOO";
wren <= Ill;

else
wraddr
ramdatain
wren

end if;
end if;

end process

-- ~edd p~ev sequence --

PrevSeqProc: process (SYSCLK,Index,ParamsValid,ramdataout,CRC16,readonce,
SeqNum,Seq_New_dl,Seq_New_ql,Index_dl,ParamsValid_dl,CRCl6_dl)
begin

rdaddr <= Index;
rden <= (ParamsValid and CRC16) OR readonce; --on~y ~ead when no erxoxs
--xeadonce was ddded 'Cduse fifo init is FFFFFFFF so redd once to get the ze~os

Seq_Prev_ql <= ramdataout;
if SYSCLK'event and SYSCLK = 'I' then

CRC16_ql <= CRC16_dl;
ParamsValid_ql <= ParamsValid_dl;
Index_ql <= Index_dl;
Seq_New_ql <= Seq_New_dl;

end if;
CRC16 dl <= CRC16;
ParamsValid dl <= ParamsValid;
Index dl <= Index;
if ParamsValid=' l' and CRC16='I' then

Seq_New_dl <= SeqNum;
else

Seq_New_dl <= Seq New_ql;
end if;

end process;

-- Find what kind of event happend --

EventProc: process (SYSCLK)
begin

if SYSCLK'event and SYSCLK = '1' then
Seq_New_q2 <= Seq_New_ql;
Index_q2 <= Index_ql;
Update_q2 <= '0';
if ParamsValid = '1' then

OOS <= '0';
LOST <= '0';
LOST CNT <= x"OOOOOOOO";

elsif (ParamsValid_ql='l' and CRC16_ql='l')
if (Seq_New_ql (Seq_Prev_ql+1)) then

OOS <= '0';
LOST <= '0';
LOST CNT <= x"OOOOOOOO";
Update_q2 <= '1';

elsif Seq_New_ql <= Seq_Prev_ql then
OOS <= '1';
LOST <= '0';
LOST CNT <= x"OOOOOOOO";

then
--ok

--oos
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SYSCLK = '1' then
<= IPErrorOut_dl;
<= TBErrorOutj_dl;

--when u staxt ana after the gen Seq Pxev ql = 0 initially
--and Seq New ql maybe much highex, u want to update but
--not count as lost.
elsif (Seq_New_q1> (Seq_Prev_q1+1)) and Seq_Prev_q1 = x"OnOODDOO" then

OOS <= '0';
LOST <= '0';
LOST CNT <= x"OOOOOOOO";
Update_q2 <= '1';

elsif Seq_New_q1 > (Seq_Prev_ql+1) then --LOST
OOS <= '0';
LOST <= '1';
LOST_CNT <= Seq New_q1 - (Seq_Prev_q1 + 1);
Update_q2 <= '1';

end if;
end if;

end if;
end process;

-- Delay IP and TB e:CJ::or flags to line up with seq. checker flags --

DelayProc: process (sysclk, IPErrorOut,IPErrorOut_dl,TBErrorOutj,TBErrorOutj_dl,ParamsVa:
begin

if SYSCLK'event and
IPErrorOut_ql
TBErrorOutj_ql

<= IPErrorOut;
<= TBErrorOutj;

ParamsValid out
IPError out
TBErrorj_out

end if;
IPErrorOut dl
TBErrorOutj_dl

<= ParamsValid_ql;
<= IPErrorOut_ql and ParamsValid_ql; --qualify with valid
<= TBErrorOutj_ql and ParamsValid_ql; --qualify with Valid

end process;

,nd SeqChecker;

VHDLCODEFORSEQUENCECHECKERBLOCK
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Coun t exs . vhd
Jad Saxamah
Oct-21-02

--IPExxCntr
--TBExxCn tr
--OOSCntx
--I,ostCntx
--TotalFxmCntr
--To t alByt eCn tx

Cd.lrJ::mtl:dCe

when valid and eof
add 2 fox evexy valid inbetween sof and eof=Ol or 1 if eof = 10
total frame count divided by total time elapsed
total byte count divided by total time elapsed

IEEE;
IEEE.std_logic_1164.all;
IEEE.std_logic_unsigned.all;

Ipm;
Ipm.lpm_components.all;

ity Counters is
port
(

SYSCLK
Reset
Run
LatchCntrs

ParartlsValid
IPError
TBErrorj
005
LOST CNT

SOF
EOF
Valid
SecondCntr

IPErrCntr
1BErrCntr
OOSCntr
LostCntr
TotalFrmCntr
TotalByteCntr
--To t dlFrmRd t e
--TotdlByteRdte
LchdSecondsCntr

) ;

end Counters;

in std_logic;
in std_logic; --pulse
in std_logic;
in std_logic; --pulse

in STD LOGIC;
in STD LOGIC;
in STD LOGIC;
in std_logic;
in std_logic_vector(31 downto 0);

in std_logic;
in std_logic_vector(l downto 0);
in std_logic;
in std_logic_vector(31 downto 0);

out std_logic_vector(15 downto 0);
out std_logic_vector(15 downto 0);
out std_logic_vector(15 downto 0);
out std_logic_vector(15 downto 0);
out std_logic_vector(31 downto 0);
out std_logic_vector(31 downto 0);

out std logic vector(15 downto 0):
out std logic vecto.r(15 do~~to 0):
out std_logic_vector(31 downto 0)

architecture Counters of Counters is
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-- COffil?Onents --

attribute syn_black_box
component div IS

PORT
(

boo1ean;

nuroer
denom
clock
aclr
clken
quotient
remain

IN STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 DOw.NTO 0);
IN STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 DOw.NTO 0);
IN STD LOGIC
IN STD LOGIC ;
IN STD LOGIC ;
OUT STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (31 DOw.NTO 0);
OUT STD LOGIC VECTOR (31 DOw.NTO 0)

) ;

END component div;
attribute syn_black_box of div: component is true;

-- signals --

signal EOF_ql
signal valid_ql
signal EOF_q2
signal val id_ q2
signal EOF_q3
signal valid_q3
signal Length_ql

signal IPErrCntr q
signal TBErrCntr_q
signal OOSCntr_q
signal LostCntr_q
signal TotalFrmCntr q
signal TotalByteCntr_q
signal TotalFrmRate_q
signal TotalByteRate_q
signal TotalFrmRate d
signal TotalByteRate_d

oegin

-- instantiation --

F.t.'&'rle di v pi : di v

PORT .i'l:!AP (
numer =>
deno11i =.>
clock =>
aclr =.>
clken =>
quo ti en t =.>
--.r:e.ma~n

STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(l downto 0):= (others => '0');
STD LOGIC: = I 0' ;
STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(l downto 0):= (others => '0');
STD LOGIC: = I 0 I ;

STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(l downto 0):= (others => '0');
STD LOGIC:='O';
STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(ll downto 0):= (others => '0');

std_loqic_vector(15 downto 0):= (others => '0');
std_loqic_vector(15 downto 0):= (others => '0');
std_loqic_vector(15 downto 0):= (others => '0');
std_loqic_vector(15 downto 0):= (others => '0');
std_loqic_vector(31 downto 0):= (others => '0');
std_loqic_vector(31 downto 0):= (others => '0');
std_loqic_vector(31 downto 0):= (others => '0');
std_loqic_vector(31 downto 0):= (others => '0');
std_loqic_vector(31 downto 0):= (others => '0');
std_loqic_vector(31 downto 0):= (others => '0');

To t alFrIaCn t.t.' q,.

S eco12dCn tr,.

SYSCDK,.

res et.,

Run,.

TotalFl::mRate d

=>
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Byte div pi div
PORT ilL1lP (

nume.r
denoIr.
clock
dcl.r
clken
quotie12t
--.re.'<ldin

=> TotdlByteCnt.r q,
=> SecondC12t.r,
=> SYSCLK,
=> .reset,
=;.... Run,
=> TotdlByteRate d

=>

-- p.rocesses --

then

'l'then
+ 1;

'1 '
+ 2;

'1' thenSYSCLK'event and SYSCLK
EOF_q1 <= EOF;
valid_q1 <= valid;
EOF_q2 <= EOF_q1;
valid_q2 <= valid_q1;
EOF_q3 <= EOF_q2;
valid_q3 <= valid q2;
if SOF = '1' and Valid = '1' then

Length_q1 <= x"002";
elsif EOF = "10" and Valid

Length_q1 <= Length_q1
elsif EOF = "01" and Valid

Length_q1 <= Length_q1
elsif Valid = '1' then

Length_q1 <= Length_q1 + 2;
end if;

end if;
process;end

IncrementsProc: process (SYSCLK)
begin

if
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CountersProc: process (SYSCLK)
begin

if SYSCLK'event and SYSCLK = '1' then
if reset = '1' then

IPErrCntr_q <= (others=>'O');
TBErrCntr_q <= (others=>'O');
OOSCntr_q <= (others=>'O');
LostCntr_q <= (others=>'O');
TotalFrmCntr q <= (others=>'O');
TotalByteCntr_q <= (others=>'O');
TotalFrmRate_q <= (others=>'O');
TotalByteRate_q <= (others=>'O');

elsif ParamsValid '1' then
IPErrCntr_q <= IPErrCntr_q + IPError;
TBErrCntr_q <= TBErrCntr_q + (not TBErrorj);
OOSCntr_q <= OOSCntr_q + OOS;
LostCntr_q <= LostCntr_q + LOST_CNT(15 downto 0);

elsif valid ='1' and (EOF="Ol" or EOF="10") then
TotalFrmCntr q <= TotalFrmCntr_q + 1;

elsif valid_ql ='1' and (EOF_ql = "10" or EOF_ql = "01" )then
TotalByteCntr_q <= TotalByteCntr_q + (x"OOOOO"&Length_ql);

elsif valid q2 =' l' and (EOF q2 = "10" OJ: EOF q2 "01") thez2
TotalFJ:r.~ate q <= TotalFJ:mRate d:

elsif valid q3 =' l' and (EOF q3 = "10" OJ: EOF q3 "01 rr ) then
TotalByteRate q <= TotalByteRate d:

end if;

end if;
end process;

sysclk=' l' then
'1' then

<= IPErrCntr_q;
<= TBErrCntr_ q;
<= OOSCntr_q;
<= LostCntr_ q;
<= TotalFrmCntr q;
<= TotalByteCntr_q;

<= TotalFJ:n~ate q(15 do~~to 0):
<= TotalByteRate q(15 do~~to 0);
<= SecondCntr;

sysclk'event and
if LatchCntrs

IPErrCntr
TBErrCntr
OOSCntr
LostCntr
TotalFrmCntr
TotalByteCntr
--TotalFJ:mRate
--TotalByteRate
LchdSecondsCntr

LatchProc: process (sysclk)
begin

if

end if;
end if;

end process;

:nd Counters;

VHDLCODEFORCOUNTERSBLOCK
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ieee.std_logic_arith.all;
ieee.std_logic_1164.all;
ieee.std_logic_unsigned.all;
lpru.lpru_coruponents.all;

Add you~ lib~a~y and packages decla~ation he~e ...

ity analyzerlogic_tb is
analyzerlogic_tb;

TB ARCHITECTURE of analyzerlogic_tb is
Component decla~ation of the tested unit

coruponent analyzer logic
port(

clk : in std_1ogic;
CPUAddrIn: in std_1ogic_vector(7 downto 0);
CPUDataIn : in std_1ogic_vector(15 downto 0);
Wrj : in std_1ogic;
CS : in std_1ogic;
Rdj : in std_1ogic;
CPUDataOut : out std_1ogic_vector(15 downto 0) );

end coruponent;

-- Stimulus sig~als - signals mapped to the input and inout ports of tested entit:
signal elk : std_logic;
signal CPUAddrln : std_logic_vector(7 downto 0);
signal CPUDataln : std_logic_vector(15 downto 0);
signal ~rj : std_logic;
signal CS : std_logic;
signal Rdj : std_logic;
-- Observed signals - sig~als mapped to the output ports of tested entity
signal CPUDataOut : std_logic_vector(15 downto 0);

-- Add your code here ...

begin

Unit Under Test port map
UUT : analyzerlogie

port map (
elk => elk,
CPUAddrln => CPUAddrln,
CPUDataln => CPUDataln,
~rj => ~rj,

CS => CS,
Rdj => Rdj,
CPUDataOut => CPUDataOut

) ;

Add you~ stimulus he~e ...
process
begin

clk <= '0';
wait for 5 ns;
clk <= '1';
wait for 5 ns;

end process;
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25 ns;

process
begin

CPUAddrln
CPUDataln
Ufrj
CS
Rdj
wait for

<= x"OO";
<= x"OOOO";
<= '1';
<= '0';
<= '1';

wri te
CPUAddrln <= x"OO" ;
CPUDataln <= x"OOOl"; --run/reset
Ufrj <= , l' ;

CS <= , l' ;

Rdj <= , l' ;

wait for 10 ns;
Ufrj <= '0' ;
wait for 10 1; 5 ns;

wait unti~ rams initialize
wait for 10 1; 70 ns;

wri te
CPUAddrln <= x"Ol" ;
CPUDataln <= x"OOOl"; --s of
Ufrj <= , l' ;

CS <= , l' ;

Rdj <= , l' ;

wait for 10 ns;
Ufrj <= '0' ;
wait for 10 1; 5 ns;

wri te frame
CPUAddrIn <= xl"02 1";

CPUDataIn <= x"00iJ4"; --data shor t 1
TJrj <= I l' ;

CS <= ! l' ;

Rdj <= I 11 ;

wait :for 10 ns;
TJrj <= '0' ;
wait :for 10 1.- 5 ns;

wri te
CPUAddrIn <= x H 02!"!' ;

CPUDataIn <= x"DD8C"; --d.::lta short2
TJrj <= 1 l' ;

CS <= I l' ;

Rdj <= I 11 ;

wait :for 10 ns;
TJrj <= I I] I;

wait :for 10 1.- 5 ns;
wri te

CPUAddrIn <= xl"021'l" ;

CPUDataIn <= x"D102" ; --data ShOl::t3
TJrj <= I l' ;

CS <= 1 l' ;

Rdj <= I l' ;

wait :for 10 ns;
TJrj <= 10 1 ;

wait :for 10 1.- 5 ns;
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----------------------- w.rite
CPUAddrln <= x"02" ;
CPUDataln <= x"0010" ; --data
loJrj <= , l' ;

CS <= , l' ;

Rdj <= , l' ;

wait for 10 ns;
loJrj <= '0' ;
wait for 10 1r 5 ns;
----------------------- w.rite
CPUAddrln <= x"02" ;
CPUDataln <= x"9400" ; --ddta
loJrj <= , l' ;

CS <= , l' ;

Rdj <= , l' ;

wait for 10 ns;
loJrj <= '(I' ;
wait for 10 1r 5 ns;
----------------------- w.rite
CPUAddrln <= x"02" ;
CPUDataln <= x"(l270" ; --ddtd
loJrj <= , l' ;

CS <= , l' ;

Rdj <= , l' ;

wait for 10 ns;
loJrj <= '0' ;
wait for 10 1r 5 ns;

w.rite
CPUAddrln
CPUDataln
loJrj
CS
Rdj
wait for

<= x"(l2";
<= x"0800";
<= '1';
<= '1';
<= '1';

10 ns;
loJrj <= '0';
wait for 10 1r 5 ns;

--ip heade.r
--word16 = 4500
--word16 = 002e

word16 0000
word16 0000
W'ord16 3fad
word16 40001
W'o.rd16 OdOe
word16 13fO
W'o.rd16 OdOe
wo.rd16 130b

--ddtd
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----------------------- w~ite

CPUAddrln <= x"02";
CPUDataln <= x"4500"; --data
~rj <= '1';
CS <= '1';
Rdj <= '1';
wait for 10 ns;
~rj <= '0';
wait for 10 ~ .5 ns;

1<>·~i te
CPUAddrln <= x "02";
CPUDataln <= x"002e" ; --data
~rj <= I l' ;

CS <= , l' ;

Rdj <= , l' ;

wait for 10 ns;
~rj <= '0' ;
wait for 10 ~ 5 ns;

w~ite

CPUAddrln <= x"02" ;
CPUDataln <= x"OOOO"; --data
~rj <= I 1 J ;

CS <= I l' ;

Rdj <= I l' ;

wait for 10 ns;
~rj <= 10 1 ;

wait for 10 ~ .5 ns;
----------------------- w~ite

CPUAddrln <= x"02" ;
CPUDataln <= x"OOOO" ; --data
~rj <= I l' ;

CS <= , l' ;

Rdj <= , l' ;

wait for 10 ns;
~rj <= , 0' ;

wait for 10 ~ .5 ns;
----------------------- write
CPUAddrln <= x"02" ;
CPUDataln <= x "3 fad" ; --data
~rj <= , l' ;

CS <= , l' ;

Rdj <= i l' ;

wait for 10 ns;
~rj <= , 0' ;

wait for 10 ~ '" ns;d

----------------------- ur~i te
CPUAddrln <= xrr02 f';

CPUDataln <= x"400d" ; --data
~rj <= , l' ;

CS <= , l' ;

Rdj <= I 11 ;

wait for 10 ns;
~rj <= , 0' ;

wait for 10 ~ .5 ns;
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----------------------- w~ite
CPUAddrln <= x"02";
CPUDataln <= x"OaOe"; --data
~rj <= '1';
CS <= '1';
Rdj <= '1';
wait for 10 ns;
~rj <= '0';
wait for 10 * 5 ns;

w~ite

CPUAddrln <= x "02";
CPUDataln <= x"13fO" ; --data
~rj <= , l' ;

CS <= I 1 i ;

Rdj <= I l' ;

wait for 10 ns;
~rj <= 10 1 ;

wait for 10 * 5 ns;
----------------------- w~ite

CPUAddrln <= x 1'1'02 rJl;

CPUDataln <= x"OaOe" ; --data
~rj <= , l' ;

CS <= , l' ;

Rdj <= , l' ;

wait for 10 ns;
~rj <= 'I]' ;

wait for 10 * 5 ns;
----------------------- w~ite

CPUAddrln <= x"02" ;
CPUDataln <= x"130b"; --data
~rj <= , l' ;

CS <= , l' ;

Rdj <= , l' ;

wait for 10 ns;
~rj <= 10 1 ;

wait for 10 * 5 ns;

--test block heade~

--w'o~d16 = 0100
w'o~d16 4001
wo~d16 0000
wo~d16 Ob2d
wo~d16 8d3c
llTo~d16 0400
wo~d16 0000
'lTo~d16 5206
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----------------------- wr2te
CPUAddrln <= x"02";
CPUDataln <= x"0100"; --data test block start
Wrj <= '1';
CS <= '1';
Rdj <= '1';
wait for 10 ns;
Wrj <= '0';
wait for 10 w 5 ns;

urri te
CPUAddrln <= X"02'f;

CPUDataln <= x"4001" ; --data
Wrj <= , l' ;

CS <= , I' ;

Rdj <= I 11 ;

wait for 10 ns;
Wrj <= '0';
wait for 10 w 5 ns;

l\>Tite
CPUAddrln <= x t l'021'f ;

CPUDataln <= x"OOOO" ; --data
Wrj <= , l' ;

CS <= , l' ;

Rdj <= , l' ;

wait for 10 ns;
Wrj <= '0' ;
wait for 10 w 5 ns;

Wr2l:e

CPUAddrln <= x"02" ;
CPUDataln <= x"Ob2d" ; --data
Wrj <= I l' ;

CS <= , l' ;

Rdj <= , l' ;

wait for 10 ns;
Wrj <= '0' ;
wait for 10 w 5 ns;

----------------------- write
CPUAddrln <= x ff'02" ;

CPUDataln <= x"8d3c" ; --data
Wrj <= , l' ;

CS <= , l' ;

Rdj <= , l' ;

wait for 10 ns;
Wrj <= '0' ;
wait for 10 w 5 ns;

----------------------- l\>'ri te
CPUAddrln <= xn02 fI';

CPUDataln <= x"0400"; --data
Wrj <= I l' ;

CS <= I l' ;

Rdj <= I l' ;

wait for 10 ns;
Wrj <= '0' ;

wait for 10 w 5 ns;
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----------------------- write
CPUAddrIn <= x"02";
CPUDataIn <= x"OOOO"; --data
Wrj <= '1';
CS <= '1';
Rdj <= '1';
wait for 10 ns;
Wrj <= '0';
wait for 10 * 5 ns;

write
CPUAddrIn <= x"02" ;
CPUDataIn <= x"5206" ; --data crc16
Wrj <= , l' ;

CS <= , l' ;

Rdj <= , l' ;

wait for lei ns;
Wrj <= '0' ;
wait for 10 * 5 ns;
----------------------- write
CPUAddrIn <= x"02" ;
CPUDataIn <= x"F012"; --data
Wrj <= , l' ;

CS <= , l' ;

Rdj <= , l' ;

wait for 10 ns;
Wrj <= '0' ;
wait for 10 * 5 ns;
----------------------- wr.1 te
CPUAddrIn <= xfl'02 rI';

CPUDataIn <= x"49E4"; --data
Wrj <= I 1 t ;

CS <= , l' ;

Rdj <= , l' ;

wait for 10 ns;
Wrj <= '0' ;
wait for 10 * 5 ns;
----------------------- write
CPUAddrIn <= x"02" ;
CPUDataIn <= x"B6EA" ; --data
Wrj <= , l' ;

CS <= , l' ;

Rdj <= ! 1 J ;

wait for 10 ns;
Wrj <= '0' ;
wait for 10 * l:" ns;~,

write
CPUAddrIn <= xrr02 fl';

CPUDataIn <= x"E4D7" ; --data
Wrj <= I l' ;

CS <= , l' ;

Rdj <= I l' ;

wait for 10 ns;
Wrj <= '[I' ;

wait for 10 * 5 ns;
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----------------------- w.r.l t e
CPUAddrln <= x P"02 Pr;

CPUDataln <= ;.:"6CFC" ; --data
'lJrj <= t l' ;

CS <= I 11 ;

Rdj <= , l' ;

wait for 10 ns;
'lJrj <= '0 ';

wait for 10 11 5 ns;

----------------------- w.ri te
CPUAddrln <= ;.:"02 If;

CPUDataln <= ;.: "E2 B7"; --data
'lJrj <= , l' ;

CS <= , l' ;

Rdj <= I l' ;

wait for 10 ns;
'lJrj <= '0' ;
wait for 10 11 5 ns;

----------------------- w.ri te
CPUAddrln <= ;.:"01";

CPUDataln <= ;.:"0002" ; --eor
'lJrj <= , l' ;

CS <= , l' ;

Rdj <= , l' ;

wait for 10 ns;
'lJrj <= 10 1 ;

wait for 10 11 5 ns;
----------------------- w.r.1.i:e
CPUAddrln <= x"02 1'1';

CPUDataln <= x"59CE" ; --data (las t one)
lJrj <= I l' ;

CS <= 1 11 ;

Rdj <= I 11 ;

wait for 10 ns;
lJrj <= '0 ' ;
wait for 10 1; " ns;.J

-----------------------

----------------------- w.ri te
CPUAddrln <= x"OO" ;

CPUDataln <= x"OOOl"; --.run
lJrj <= I l' ;

CS <= I l' ;

Rdj <= I 11 ;

wait for 10 ns;
lJrj <= I lJ I ;

wait for 10 1; 5 ns;

----------------------- w.ri t e
CPUAddrln <= x"OO" ;

CPUDataln <= x"OOO3"; --.rlm/.1 a t eh
lJrj <= I 11 ;

CS <= I 11 ;

Rdj <= I l' ;

wait for 10 ns;
lJrj <= 10' ;

wait for 10 1; 5 ns;
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----------------------- ~edd
CPUAddrIn <= x n 04 n ;

CPUDataIn <= xnoooo n; --ip e~~ counte~

Wrj <= '1';
CS <= '1';
Rdj <= '1';
wait for 10 ns;
Rdj <= '0';
wait for 10 * 5 ns;

~edd

CPUAddrIn <= x"OS" ;
CPUDataIn <= x"oooon; --tb e~~ co~mte~

Wrj <= , l' ;

CS <= , l' ;

Rdj <= , l' ;

wait for 10 ns;
Rdj <= , 0' ;

wait for 10 * 5 ns;

CPUAddrIn <= x"OO";
CPUDataIn <= x"OOOO";
Wrj <= '1';
CS <= '0';
Rdj <= '1';
wait;

end process;

end TB ARCHITECTURE;

configuration TESTBENCH_FOR_analyzerlogic of analyzerlogic_tb is
for TB ARCHITECTURE

for UUT : analyzer logic
use entity work.analyzerlogic(analyzerlogic);

end for;
end for;

end TESTBENCH FOR_analyzer logic;

VHDL CODE FOR THE TEST BENCH
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APPENDIXH

SOFIWARE CODE

This appendix includes the C code for the routine that handles writing the frames to

the hardware registers and the routine that generates the HTML dynamically.

/* the routine that writes the frames to registers */

static int ctb_proc
(
int plu~handle,
void *context,
ns_plugs_packet *p,
void *payload,
int payload_length
)

{
int size_left;

unsigned short word16;
unsigned short *w;
unsigned short counter;

ioporcwrite16(REG1,1); / /start of frame bit-O
counter = ioporcread16(REG1);
size_left =payload_length;
w =(unsigned short *)payload;

while(size_left)
{
if (size_left> 2)

{
word16 =*w++;
word16 = (word16«8) I (word16»8);
ioport_write16(REG2,word16); / /data
size_left =size_left - 2;

}
else if (size_left = 2)

{
ioporcwrite16(REG1,2); / /write 01 to bit2-1 - eof
word16 = *w++;
word16 = (word16«8) I (word16»8);
ioporcwrite16(REG2,word16); / /data

size_left = 0;
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}
else if (size_left = 1)

{
ioporcwrite16(REG1,4); / /write 10 to bit2-1 - eof
word16= *w++;
word16 = (word16«8) I (word16»8);
ioporcwrite16(REG2,word16); / /data

size_left = 0;
}

}
return 0; }

/* the routine that generates HTML dynamically */

/ / +-----------------------------------------------
/ / I r...gechtmLdynamically(url,urLand_args,htmLout)
/ / I
/ / I This routine generates any dynamic html for the web server

static int cgechtmLdynamically(char *url,char *urLand_args,char *htmLout)
{
char template_file[k_strin~length];

int result = 0;

strcpy(template_file,url);

if(!strcmp(url,"index.html"))
{

ioporcwrite16(REGO,0); / /resets

sprintf(htmLout,"
<HTML>
<HEAD>
<TITLE>Welcome to the AXLITE </TITLE>
</HEAD>
<BODY BGCOLOR=#FFFFFF>
<BLOCKQUOTE>
<H1>
Welcome To AX/LITE
</H1>
<TABLE><TR><TD WIDTH=640>
<HR>
<!--webbot bot=\"HTMLMarkup\" startspan --><script>
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<!--
function warpO
{
location=\''http://l0.14.19.11/run.html\''
}
11-->
</script><!--webbot bot=\"HTMLMarkup\" endspan --></p>

<form method=\"POST\">
<p><input type= \ "button\" name=\ "B1\" value= \ "Click to start&gt;&gt;\"

onclick=\"warpO\"></p>
</form>

<HR>
</TD></TR></TABLE>
</BLOCKQUOTE>
</BODY>
</HTML>
n);

}
else if(!strcmp(url,"run.html"))

{
I I I
I I I The memory dump page is generated entirely in this
I I I routine. No WOSFS file is used.
I I I
char x[k._string.Jength];
char *w;
char c;
int i;
int j;
int address;
I I read the time elapsed in 2 stages
unsigned short secondsLo;
unsigned short secondsHi;
unsigned long seconds;
I I read total frame count in 2 stages
unsigned short totframecntLo;
unsigned short totframecntHi;
unsigned long totframecnt;
I I read total byte count in 2 stages
unsigned short totbytecntLo;
unsigned short totbytecntHi;
unsigned long totbytecnt;
I I find the frame rate and byte rate;
unsigned long framerate;
unsigned long byterate;

ioporcwrite16(REGO,1); IIron
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sprintf(htmLout,"
<HTML>
<HEAD>
<TITLE>AXLITE< ITITLE>
<BODY BGCOLOR=#FFFFFF>
<BLOCKQUOTE>
<Hl><A HREF=index.html><IA>AXLITE ANALYZER SCREEN</H1>
<HR>

<script language= \ "]avaScript\">
I I configure refresh interval (in seconds)
var countDownInterval=l;
< I script>
<script>

var countDownTime=countDownInterval+1;
function countDownO {
countDownTime--;
if (countDownTime <=O){
countDownTime=countDownInterval;
dearTimeout(counter)
window.location.reloadO
return
}
if (document.all) IlifIE 4+
document.all.countDownText.innerText = countDownTime+\" \";
else if (document.getElementById) Ileise ifNS6+
document.getElementById(\"countDownText\").innerHTML=countDownTime+\" \"
else if (document.layers){ IICHANGE TEXT BELOW TO YOUR OWN
document.c_reload.document.c_reload2.document.write('Next <a
href= \ "javascript:window.location.reloadO\ ">refresh< I a> in <b
id= \ "countDownText\">'+countDownTime+' </b> seconds')
document.c_reload.document.c_reload2.document.doseO
}
counter=setTimeout(\"countDownO\", 1000);
}

function startitO {
if (document.all I Idocument.getElementById) IICHANGE TEXT BELOW TO YOUR
OWN
document.write(Next <a href=\"javascript:window.location.reloadO\">refresh</a> in <b
id=\"countDownText\">'+countDownTime+' </b> seconds')
countDownO
}

if (document.all I Idocument.getElementById)
startitO
else
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window.onload=startit

< I script>

<!--webbot bot=\"HTMLMarkup\" startspan --><script>
<!--
function warpO
{

location=\"stop.htm1\"

}
11-->
< I script> <!--webbot bot=\"HTMLMarkup\" endspan --></p>
<form action=run.html name=c_form>
<input type= \ "button\" name=\"B2\" value= \ "Click to stop&gt;&gt;\"

onclick=\ "warp0\ ">< I p>
</form>

fI);

ioporcwrite16(REGO,3); lirun and latch the counts

I1-- Ox0004 r 15:0 IPErrCntr
11-- OxOO05 r 15:0 TBErrCntr
11-- OxOO06 r 15:0 OOSCntr
11-- OxOO07 r 15:0 LostCntr
11-- OxOO08 r 15:0 TotaIFrmCntr(15:0)
11-- OxOO09 r 15:0 TotalFrmCntr(31 :16)
11-- OxOOOa r 15:0 TotalByteCntr(15:0)
11-- OxOOOb r 15:0 TotalByteCntr(31:16)
11-- OxOOOc r 15:0 TotalFrmRate
11-- OxOOOd r 15:0 TotalByteRate
11-- OxOOOe r 15:0 LchdSecondsCntr(15:0)
11-- OxOOOf r 15:0 LchdSecondsCntr(31 :16)

sprintf(htmLout+strlen(htmLout),"<HR>");
sprintf(htmLout+strlen(htmLout),"<H2>ANALYZER COUNTS:</H2>");
sprintf(htmLout+strlen(htmLout),"<H3> IPErrCntr = %d

</H3>",ioporcread16(REG4));
sprintf(html_out+strlen(htmLout),"<H3> TBErrCntr = %d

< IH3>" ,ioporcread16(REG5));
sprintf(htmLout+strlen(htmLout),"<H3> OOSCntr = %d

</H3>",ioporcread16(REG6));
sprintf(htmLout+strlen(htmLout),"<H3> LostCntr = %d

< IH3> ",ioporcread16(REG7));
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I I read seconds counter in 2 stages
secondsLo= ioporcread16(REGe);
secondsHi= ioporcread16(REGf);
seconds =(secondsHi«16) I secondsLo;
I I read total frame count in 2 stages
totframecntLo= ioporcread16(REG8);
totframecntHi= ioporcread16(REG9);
totframecnt = (totframecntHi«16) I totframecntLo;
I I read total byte count in 2 stages
totbytecntLo= ioporcread16(REGa);
totbytecntHi= ioporcread16(REGb);
totbytecnt = (totbytecntHi«16) I totbytecntLo;
I I find the frame rate and byte rate;
framerate = totframecntlseconds;
byterate = totbytecntlseconds;
Ilprint results
sprintf(htmLout+strlen(htmLout),"<H3> TotalTimeElapsed = %d

seconds< IH3>" ,seconds);
sprintf(html_out+strlen(htmLout),"<H3> TotalFrmCntr = %d

</H3>",totframecnt);
sprintf(htmLout+strlen(htmLout),"<H3> TotalByteCntr = %d

< IH3>" ,totbytecnt);
sprintf(htmLout+strlen(htmLout),"<H3> TotalFrmRate = %d </H3>",framerate);
sprintf(htmLout+strlen(htmLout),"<H3> TotalByteRate = %d </H3>",byterate);
sprintf(html_out+strlen(htmLout),"<HR> < IBODY> < IHTML> ");

}
else if(!strcmp(url,"stop.html"))

{
I I read the time elapsed in 2 stages
unsigned short secondsLo;
unsigned short secondsHi;
unsigned long seconds;
I I read total frame count in 2 stages
unsigned short totframecntLo;
unsigned short totframecntHi;
unsigned long totframecnt;
I I read total byte count in 2 stages
unsigned short totbytecntLo;
unsigned short totbytecntHi;
unsigned long totbytecnt;
I I find the frame rate and byte rate;
unsigned long framerate;
unsigned long byterate;

ioporcwrite16(REGO,3); IIron and latch the counts first then
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ioporcwrite16(REGO,O); / /stop
sprintf(htmLout,"

<HTML>
<HEAD>
<TITLE>Thank you for using AXLlTE</TITLE>
</HEAD>
<BODY BGCOLOR=\"#FFFFFF\">
<BLOCKQUOTE>
<H1>
Thank you for using AXLlTE
</H1>
<TABLE><TR><TD WIDTH=640>
<HR>
<H3>Want to run again?</H3>
<FONT SIZE=\"+1 \">
<!--webbot bot=\"HTMLMarkup\" startspan --><script>
<I--
function warpO
{
location=\"http://10.14.19.11/run.html\"
}
/ /-->
</script><!--webbot bot=\"HTMLMarkup\" endspan --></p>

<form method=\"POST\">
<p><input type=\ "button\" name=\"B1 \" value=\"Click to start&gt;&gt;\"

onclick=\"warpO\"></p>
</form>

<HR>
< /TD></TR>< /TABLE>
</BLOCKQUOTE>
");
/*
</BODY>
</HTML>
"); */

sprintf(htmLout+strlen(htmLout),"<HR>");
sprintf(htmLout+strlen(htmLout),"<H2>ANALYZER COUNTS:</H2>");
sprintf(html_out+strlen(htmLout),"<H3> IPErrCntr = %d

</H3>",ioporcread16(REG4»;
sprintf(html_out+strlen(htmLout),"<H3> TBErrCntr = %d

</H3>",ioporcread16(REGS»;
sprintf(htmLout+strlen(htmLout),"<H3> OOSCntr = %d

</H3>",ioporcread16(REG6»;
sprintf(htmLout+strlen(htmLout),"<H3> LostCntr = %d

</H3>",ioporcread16(REG7»;
/ / read seconds counter in 2 stages
secondsLo= ioporcread16(REGe);
secondsHi= ioport_read16(REGf);
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seconds =(secondsHi«16) I secondsLo;
/ / read total frame count in 2 stages
totframecntLo= ioporcread16(REG8);
totframecntHi= ioporcread16(REG9);
totframecnt = (totframecntHi«16) I totframecntLo;
/ / read total byte count in 2 stages
totbytecntLo= ioporcread16(REGa);
totbytecntHi= ioporcread16(REGb);
totbytecnt = (totbytecntHi«16) I totbytecntLo;
/ / find the frame rate and byte rate;
framerate = totframecnt/seconds;
byterate = totbytecnt/seconds;
/ /print results
sprintf(htmLout+strlen(html_out),"<H3> TotalTimeElapsed = %d

seconds< /H3>",seconds);
sprintf(htmLout+strlen(htmLout),"<H3> TotalFrmCntr = %d

</H3>",totframecnt);
sprintf(htmLout+strlen(htmLout),"<H3> TotalByteCntr = %d

</H3>",totbytecnt);
sprintf(htmLout+strlen(html_out),"<H3> TotalFrmRate = %d </H3>",framerate);
sprintf(htmLout+strlen(htmLout),"<H3> TotalByteRate = %d </H3>",byterate);
sprintf(htmLout+strlen(htmLout),"<HR> < /BODY> < /HTML>");

}
else

{
/ / I
/ / I Else, it's a dynamic urI we dont know about. return error.

/ / I

result = -1;
}

return result;
}
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GLOSSARY

IP Datagram. The IP datagram is the most basic communication element within TCP/IP,

consisting primarily of source and destination address information and application data.

LE. A logic element includes a four-input lookup table and a single 'D' flip-flop and is

considered the most basic element in the fabric of an FPGA.

ESB. ALTERA embedded system memory blocks of size 32-bit wide by 32 deep.

Ethernet. Popular LAN technology based on the IEEE 802.3 standard. Ethernet can run

in lOBase, 100Base, and 1000Base speeds. It uses CSMA/CD (Carrier Sense Multiple

Access Collision Detection) for its media detection method. Unlike Token Ring, it is

possible for two users to transmit at the same time-resulting in a collision.

Token Ring. A token-passing LAN technology based on IEEE 802.5. Token Ring

operates at 4 Mbps or 16 Mbps. Connectivity is provided by an MSAU (Multi-Station Access

Unit).

FDDI. Fiber Distributed Data Interface. FDDI is a token-passing LAN media that runs at

a speed of 100 Mbps for distances up to 2 kilometers.

Leased Line. A dedicated WAN connection. This is a private connection with guaranteed

throughput between sites.

Tl/Dl. T1 lines transmit at 1.544 Mbps through the public telephone network and are

typically used in North America.

T3/D3. T3s transmit at 44.736 Mbps, and are typically used in North America.

Adtech. A division on Spirent Communications, a manufacturer of network test equipment.

GPS. Global positioning system.
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